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News

NIA Repeats Call for Urgent Green Deal
and ECO Reform
The National Insulation Association (NIA) has repeated its call for urgent
reforms to the Green Deal and Energy Company Obligation (ECO).
Neil Marshall, NIA Chief Executive said: “Home insulation is the most
effective way of reducing domestic energy bills with savings of around
£320 per year with cavity wall and loft insulation and £620 per year with
solid wall and loft insulation according to figures from the Energy Saving
Trust.

Largest Roofing Firms See Values Soar
There are some encouraging signs for the UK’s largest Roofing companies.
Average company value within the Roofing Services sector has increased
by 5% and 325 firms have seen their value soar by 20%, according to the
latest analysis of the largest 1000 Roofing companies by Plimsoll
Publishing.
The key findings of the research shows that:

“The Green Deal and ECO have the potential to
provide insulation measures to millions of homes but
they are currently not delivering as expected by
Government with cavity wall installations 65% down
and solid wall insulation over 70% down and urgent
reforms are therefore needed.”
The NIA is calling for:
l Government and energy suppliers to agree to accelerated
insulation delivery for the remainder of the current ECO.

l Overall, the value of Roofing firms analysed in the report are up 5%

l Simplification of the ECO rules.

l Companies with sales up to 1 million have seen their value rise by
4%

l Incentives for Local Authorities and Housing Associations to
engage in ECO projects.

l 184 businesses have seen their value fall by as much as a third

l Additional incentives to stimulate uptake of the Green Deal.

l A group of 180 organisations have seen their value increase by 50%

l Urgent changes to the Green Deal Cash Back Scheme.

David Pattison, senior analyst on the project said: “This is a great
barometer for the industry to measure the overall improvement in the
market – albeit a modest increase in the average value. In all we identified
325 companies that have increased in value by 20% and their performance
adds to the belief that the overall roofing market has stabilized.

“Given the tough economic conditions of recent years, 184 firms are seeing
their value fall by over a third and it’s clear the market is still highly
competitive and this is impacting on the value of the companies.

SPAB (The Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings) are looking for
four craftspeople with a passion for old buildings and conservative repair
to become a 2014 William Morris Craft Fellow.

“Of course, ultimately, a company is only worth what someone is willing to
pay”, Pattison said.

They are offering
a country-wide
conservation tour
with hands-on
experience in the
repair of historic
buildings.

Changes to CSCS Industry Card
Two significant changes have been made to
the Construction Skills Certification Scheme
(CSCS).
CSCS will now recognise a range of
construction-related academic qualifications
in addition to vocational qualifications
including degrees, HNC and HND, NEBOSH Certificates and Diplomas
and CIOB Certificates. Applicants holding these qualifications will be
issued with an Academically Qualified Person (AQP) card, valid for five
years.
In July 2014, CSCS is planning to re-launch the green Labourer’s card
replacing the existing Construction Site Operative card.

First introduced in 2007, the Ladder Exchange has
already been responsible for removing thousands of
dodgy, broken and bent ladders from the workplace.
These can be exchanged for brand new ones, at a
discount, at any of the campaign’s partner outlets.
See www.ladderexchange.org.uk for details.
Also new for 2013 is the decision to focus on four
distinct ladder-related topics, one for each month of
the campaign. Inspection will start the Exchange,
followed by ladder training, then best practice and
finally home use in December.

The Institute of Roofing Looking Forward

Applicants must
have completed
their
apprenticeship
and demonstrate
a high level of
competence.

IoR Board of Governors Back row l-r: Martin Adwick, Matthew Fry, Terry Chiswell,
Ian Letham, Gary Lane, Graham Millar, Bob Nixon, Gordon Penrose (Hon.Pres.),
Chris Bussens , Front row: Alex Owens (Chair), Mike Long, Livia Williams

The Institute of Roofing (IoR), the industry body for roofing qualifications and
training, is looking forward to a positive year following its successful 33rd AGM
held at the BRE’s Innovation Park in Watford recently.

IoR Chairman, Alex Owens, now enters his second year at the helm of the
Institute joined by five new Governors who will be working on the Institute’s
various committees. To find out more visit www.instituteofroofing.org.

For further information and application forms, visit
http://www.spab.org.uk/education-training/fellowship/ or email:
education@spab.org.uk. The closing date for applications is 1 December
2013 and interviews will be held in London on 23 January 2014.

Redland Craftsman Launch
Celebrates 175th Anniversary

The manufacturer has invested heavily in the plant to facilitate a
unique manufacturing process where the tiles are produced on a
bespoke production line to achieve a heritage look required by
many specifiers.

The IoR has plans to increase their activities in the North East, Yorkshire and
South East regions in particular, and to develop networking opportunities, CPD
events and continuing to keep up to date the skills and knowledge of
professionals in the roofing industry.

There are no
course fees and fellows receive a bursary towards basic travel and living
expenses. The packed 2014 programme will run from 17 March to mid
December.

“The ladder is an invaluable piece of workplace
equipment,” says Cameron Clow, Chairman of the
Ladder Association. “However, like everything else,
some common-sense rules apply. Just remember
that if it’s right to use a ladder, use the right ladder,
in good condition, and
make sure you use it
properly. If you’re in any
doubt, just ask a
Ladder Association
member for advice.”

The anniversary coincided with Redland’s launch of a new
addition to its range of Rosemary clay tiles, the Craftsman, which
is being manufactured at its Bedworth plant in the Midlands.

Gordon Penrose, IoR Hon. President said; “I am so pleased with the support and
turn-out at our AGM and 2014 will see us launch an ambitious campaign.”

SPAB fellow,Tyrone Oakley brushes up on his skills in the
traditional art of thatching.

After the association took over the running of the
Ladder Exchange from the HSE in 2012, they
introduced the hugely popular ‘Idiots on Ladders’
competition. “We were amazed by the response,”
says Michael Fern, whose job it was to sift through
the sometimes ‘jaw dropping’ images at the Ladder
Association.

Redland recently celebrated the 175th anniversary of their historic
Rosemary clay tile’s manufacture in the UK, marking the event
with a special lunch at London’s iconic Gherkin.

l A high-profile Green Deal promotional campaign.

Do You Have a Passion For Heritage
Roofing?

For more information on the Roofing Services Plimsoll Pricing Guide
contact Chris Glancey on 01642 626 419 or alternatively email

Following the success of last year’s campaign,
which saw the number of ladders exchanged
increase by 35%, the Ladder Association has
launched this year’s inspection-led campaign with
the news that it will now run from 1 September to
31 December 2013.

The NIA annual conference will be held on 5th December at Stratford.

Pattison added, however, that although some companies have increased in
value, there are still signs that the Roofing Services market is still a
challenging landscape.

The Plimsoll Pricing Guide is ideal for anyone looking to compare and
understand their own company’s value against the rest of the market.

Ladder Exchange Returns with Additional Month

The tile has a fine orange-red sanding over its surface, which is
complemented by random black patterning to imitate a weathered
surface combined with an irregular front edge and varying hanging
length replicating the look of genuine handmade claytiles.
Andy Dennis, Sales Director at
Redland, said: “We are very
proud of our Rosemary clay
range. It has been consistently
in demand for the last 175
years and the new Craftsman
launch reinforces the
Rosemary brand.”
Demand for the Craftsman is currently being led from the South
East where an increase of sales has been recorded due to a spike
in the volume of new build starts.

What Could Be Done to Simplify Construction?

Previous competition winning entries from 2012 and 2013 can be
read via the JCT website.

This is the question posed to entrants of the JCT’s 2014 Student Essay
Competition.

JCT’s Student Essay Competition is open to any student registered
with a UK institution, studying a degree, professional qualification,
vocational course, trade apprenticeship, or any
other construction-related study programme.
The competition closes on Wednesday 19th
March 2014. For details, and to enter visit
www.jctltd.co.uk/student-competition.aspx.

Open to construction students, writers can comment on the industry as a whole,
or focus on one particular aspect of construction, such as BIM or sustainability.
Essays should be up to 2,500 words.
The competition, now in its third year, offers a winning prize of £1,000 and
runner-up prizes of £250.
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Way Forward for UK Forests
and Woodland

Almost Half of Construction Sites Fail
September’s HSE Safety Checks Campaign
Poor standards and dangerous practices were found at nearly half of the building sites visited
during HSE’s September construction site inspection campaign.
During the nationwide safety drive, the HSE visited 2,607 sites where refurbishment or repair
work was taking place. Inspectors found basic safety standards were not being met on 1,105
sites.
On almost 1in 5 sites (644), practices were so poor that enforcement action was necessary to
protect workers – with 539 prohibition notices served ordering dangerous activities to stop
immediately and 414 improvement notices issued requiring standards to improve.
The most common problems identified were areas that are intrinsic to roofing: failing to
protect workers during activities at height and exposure to harmful dust.
Heather Bryant, HSE’s Chief Inspector of
Construction told Roofing Today:

A new campaign, Grown in Britain, chaired by Dr
Peter Bonfield, CEO of BRE, wants to kick start UK
forestry by creating a stronger market for woodland
products, develop funding for woodland management
and promote a stronger UK wood culture.

“Roof work and working at height was
the area where we had to issue more
prohibition notices than anywhere else
quite considerably.
“That is a great disappointment because
things like working from scaffolds during
roof work, we know what the answers
are, we know the controls that will
prevent accidents, and yet we are still
seeing time and time again people
working dangerously.

Thirty companies, including major construction
contractors, with a collective purchasing power of £32
billion have committed to procuring timber from UK
woodland. B & Q and Travis Perkins are also
showcasing a range of British timber products as
Grown in Britain. In addition, a new framework now
allows UK corporate organisations to offset their
carbon by investing in UK woodland creating funding
for investment and products from UK woodlands will
now meet government procurement standards.
Dr Peter Bonfield said ‘Grown in Britain’s magic
ingredient for making change happen has been
through thousands of people passionate about the
UK’s woodlands. We are proud of what we have
achieved in a very short period of time and this will
act as a successful template for the future
development of our treasured woodland assets’

University Honorary Title

A scaffolder walks a ‘tightrope’ of poles without boarding despite wearing a safety harness!

Think health as well as safety
HSE are particularly keen to get across the special risks of inhaling silica dust for roofers –
figures indicate it is now the biggest cause of occupational lung cancer after asbestos.
Recent HSE research indicates that there were around 800 deaths from silica related lung
cancer in 2004. Of these, 500 are linked to the construction industry. This equates to 10 people
every week dying from breathing in silica dust.
Commenting on these risks roofers face from
inhaling silica dust Heather Bryant said: “It’s the
one lurking around the corner that people can’t see
in the construction industry. We want people to
think health as well as safety. ”

James Eddy, Technical Director of aerial survey
specialist Bluesky, has been conferred the honorary
title of Industrial Associate by the University of
Leicester (UK). As Bluesky’s technical innovator
James has been researching into the use of
geographic data to assess the suitability of individual
properties for solar energy generation and creating a
web based portal to deliver this data online.
“This is a real honour and totally unexpected,” said
James. “We have been working closely with the
University on a number of projects to develop unique,
technically advanced, yet truly useful solutions.”

The UK is still too slow to adopt the use of fixed ladders
in commercial and multiple occupancy buildings, says
Bilco, roof access specialist.
“HSE’s September campaign revealed too many instances
of unsafe use of ladders and missed opportunities to
update safer access to roof areas. We ourselves see arrangements which
could be made much safer by the use of internal fixed ladders where
regular access to a property’s roof is required,” says Bilco’s James Fisher.
“A major refurbishment should be seen as a golden opportunity to enhance
safety by replacing precarious moveable ladder arrangements or external
fixed ladders up the building’s side with a safer fixed option”, James
added.
The company argues that statistics show that fixed internal ladders are
safer. They say that replacing long external ladders with shorter internal
fixed ladders helps safeguard operatives who need to visit the roof for
routine maintenance and occasional repairs.
“We should be seeing safer roof access as a main priority in refurbishment
projects, and in order to improve safety on construction sites, these should
be a first consideration, not an afterthought,” concludes James. “Make
this safer provision at the start of the project and you automatically
improve safety onsite from the earliest opportunity.”
For further information visit www.bilcouk.com.

Five New Starters for Eurosafe Solutions

“The answers are simple and yet we are
still finding people who are not following
advice and they are putting themselves,
their workers or members of the public at
risk.

“There is lots of simple advice on the HSE
website. We encourage people to plan ahead and take into account the advice.”

Silica dust is most likely to be inhaled by roofers
when they cut tiles. Some in the industry have
called for roofing tile manufacturers to take a
greater role in educating roofers about the risks of
cutting their products. Heather Bryant agreed:

Fixed Ladders Should be Considered First

Eurosafe Solutions, the specialist fall protection companyhas expanded its
team with the appointment of five new staff following significant growth.
This includes Jonathan Maycock as 3D design modeler and Lloyd Cooper
as junior design technician, Jonathan Vaughan as IT administrator, Josh
Dillon as a trainee designer and Sam Wakeling as trainee sales estimator.
John Boyle Director of Eurosafe Solutions said: “We have increased our
business significantly over the past 12 months and the new appointments
reflect our commitment to delivering the very best fall protection service.”
The new staff will be based at Eurosafe Solutions’ head office in Sheffield.

New BRE Business Development Director
Dr Miles Watkins has joined BRE as Group Business
Development Director. Miles will lead on formulating
commercial strategies to strengthen its UK and
overseas presence.
A mask inspected during the campaign clogged
with dust. The worker wearing this mask will
definitely have breathed in dangerous dust.

“Manufacturers do have a responsibility to say how
to use their products properly. If they have products
that they know are likely to be cut and release
things like silica, if they know there are risks with using their products, then they should be
providing advice on how to use them safely.”

For more about the initiative, including examples of good and bad practice discovered by HSE
inspectors during the campaign, see the Safersites pages online at:
http://www.hse.gov.uk/construction/campaigns/safersites/index.htm.

A professional environmentalist, Miles spent 17 years
at Aggregate Industries before joining BRE. His final
role was as Director of Sustainable Construction. In his new role, his focus
will be on enhancing customer support. Miles is a founding member of the
UK Green Building Council and Chairman of the Institute of Quarrying and
Non-executive Chairman at Care for the Wild International.
Commenting on the appointment BRE CEO Dr Peter Bonfield said: "‘Miles
brings with him a wealth of knowledge across all areas of the construction
supply chain and sustainability work. He is a well known and much
respected name, and will be a great asset."
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Heritage

Protecting an Architectural Gem

the Re-Roofing of Attingham Hall’s Pic
icture Gallery

Another major problem the contractors had to overcome was that of wind loading on the
building. Calculations showed that wind movement could cause the scaffold to move up to
30mm. To avoid transferring this load to the existing structure a solution was arrived at to sit
the scaffolding of the temporary roof on wheels that can accommodate and absorb any wind
movement. Norman & Underwood’s Restoration Team Leader, Keith Learoyd described how
they used 1.5 tonnes of lead scrapped from the site, stacking it on the wheels to test their load
bearing capacity.

Nash’s gallery and his adjacent ‘grand
staircase’ were both additions to the
original building. Considerable demolition
and reconstruction work had been necessary
to literally carve out sufficient space, leaving
the worry for the modern-day architects
overseeing the re-roof of whether Nash had
unwittingly weakened the building. The
new secondary roof of Pilkington’s Planar
structural glazing installed above the 200year old gallery, and covering the whole
expanse of some 158 square metres, will
weigh about 20 tonnes. It will rest on four
pad stones set into the ‘Nash-compromised’
south wall. This will potentially change the
dynamic of the existing structure and
stability and load-bearing capacity
calculations have been carried out to test
how the structure will behave.
The Picture Gallery roof designed by John Nash before work started
at Attingham Park.

This demanding project involves constructing a new
glazing system mounted on steel trusses over the entire
existing Picture Gallery roof, resulting in what
Attingham House’s curator, Sarah Kay, likened to “a
giant display case”.
As the “largest object in Attingham’s collection”, the
historic Regency roof is one of the most spectacular in
the UK. Commissioned by Thomas, 2nd Lord Berwick
(1770-1832), the original architect John Nash (17521835) designed the roof using, what was then, the
cutting-edge structural technology of cast iron to create
a framework of curved ribs housing a series of convex
glazing panels. The convex glazing refracts light over a
wide area reaching the lower levels of the gallery,
making it perfect for illuminating the comprehensive
picture collection brought back from Lord Berwick’s
European Grand Tour.
Installation of the roof was completed in 1807 but it
was never really successfully watertight. The small
panes of glass turned out to be a fundamental design
flaw and work had to be done to repair damage caused
by leaks just a year later. Water ingress proved to be a
continuous problem and a glazed cover was installed in
1974 around the perimeter of Nash’s roof. This, only
ever partly successful cover has now come to the end of
its life and work is now underway to install a new
glazed secondary roof, leaving Nash’s iconic structure
protected beneath.

With the scaffolding erected and supported on its wheels, a temporary roof and plastic covered
walls provide a weatherproof space for work to continue protected from the elements.
An average of 8-10 workers are onsite at any time and altogether they have removed about 10
tonnes of lead from the flat parts of the roof with about 90% being recycled for use in the new
sandcast lead roof forms.
As well as erecting the new glazing system covering the historic gallery roof, the adjacent flat
roofs also need repair and refurbishment. Sited in this area is an iconic roof lantern designed to
radiate light on to the main ‘grand staircase’ below.
The lantern is actually constructed of two layers – an outer glazed wrought iron-frame,
protecting the inner stained glass and timber lantern beneath.

A specialist conservation contractor,
Cliveden Conservation was appointed to
open up the historic masonry of the
supporting walls, which was clad in
mathematical tiles. As Project Architect, David Burne from Worcester-based architects S T
Walker & Duckham explained, once the masonry was exposed “some refinement of design”
took place:
“As the walls were exposed a two-layered structure was revealed: the original oak timber frame
designed by the first architect of Attingham Hall, George Steuart and a second timber frame
added by John Nash to support the picture gallery roof”, David said.

The outer lantern is being removed to allow access to the stained glass lantern below, and will
be refurbished by Wolverhampton iron-workers Barr and Grosvenor who have a traditional iron
foundry. They will add a new layer of opening windows to the base to create easier access to
the stained glass.
visitors. Next, contractors worked carefully in a very
constricted space to construct protective plywood
boxing around the roof’s glazing and glazing bars
shielding them from damage and vibration.

“After many years of preparatory design work on this project, sometimes in painstaking detail,
it is exciting to be at this stage now getting ready to crane in the steel framework for the new
roof”, David concludes.
The new roof project is particularly
challenging as the National Trust
were determined that the house
remained open to visitors during the
entire year that work will be carried
out. This meant that one of the first
jobs for main contractors and heritage
specialists, Norman & Underwood,
when they began work on the project
in May 2013 was to construct a
temporary crash deck underneath the
Picture Gallery ceiling to protect

The painstaking task of removing the glass was
completed before dismantling each wrought iron bar
disconnecting it from the main lantern structure to
be numbered and taken away for conservation.
After the lantern was removed it gave workers
access to the filthy stained glass below. Using the
‘specialist conservation’ equipment of a Henry
hoover, each pane was carefully dusted on a low
suction to remove the detritus accumulated over the
years. Now, another specialist conservator, Holy
Well Glass, will be drafted in onsite to remove the
stained glass section by section. It will be cleaned
and stored ready for reinstatement after the repairs
to the wooden glazing bars have taken place and the
new lead has been laid. Since the lantern is not
thought to be the original version, Attingham is
having the glass tested for composition and age.

“As the walls were uncovered the 200 year old timber frames were revealed to be in remarkably
good condition”, David added. “The timber frames are in-filled with brickwork and it is here
that we will now form pockets to insert the padstones avoiding the timber studs. We were able
to clarify the positions of the timber frames exactly and make slight adjustments for the precise
location of the padstones to support the new Planar glazing.”

The temporary crash deck under the ceiling of the Picture Gallery

An exciting heritage project is now underway to conserve and protect
one of the most innovative roofs of its time – that of the Picture Gallery
at the National Trust’s Attingham Park in Shropshire.

The two-layered roof lantern before the outer layer was removed.

The scaffolding erected in the Inner Courtyard to begin
work on the new Planar roof could not be fixed to the
building at any point and no extra weight could be
placed on the already fragile existing roof.
The solution was to support the scaffolding on the
aluminium beams which had previously borne the
1970s’ protective glazing.

The outer ‘lantern’ covering the inner stained glass
has also been looked at in more detail. The frame
appears to be made from wrought, not cast, iron, as
originally thought and, again, samples have been
sent away for testing.

The inner layer of the roof lantern showing the
stained glass and timber frame.

It is not often that roofing projects involve, in themselves, the uncovering and appreciation of
historical architectural innovation. The modern-day innovation of the new Planar roof at
Attingham House, protecting Nash’s architectural gem, will ensure it remains intact and in full
view for the appreciation of generations to come.

Contractor’s Column

Contractor’s Column

Will Help to Buy Help Builders and Contractors?
Tony Burke, Managing Director Avonside Group

Andrew Hayward, Managing Director of tile manufacturer
Russell Roof Tiles comments.
“Pre-recession, the UK Tile market had a ten year consistent output (+/- 3%).
After the housing crash of 2008/09 manufacturers had to destock, however,
over the last four years this pre-recession trend generally returned (+/- 5%).
So already starting from a much lower inventory base, now we are seeing
massive increases of between 30-100% plus.
For any manufacturer to significantly improve its inventory position when
faced with these sharp market increases we have to have committed reliable
data over a long period of time.

The Coalition Government introduced its Help to Buy scheme to support first
time buyers in getting a leg on to the housing ladder and give the
housebuilding sector a much-needed boost. It’s true that housebuilding had
been in the doldrums as a result of the financial crash, but Help to Buy has
unwittingly fallen foul of the law of unintended consequences, specifically a
lack of materials.

Should manufacturers be required to recruit extra resource operationally or
administratively, increase the working hours of its workforce or the expense
of new product moulds (as we are currently) this information is vital. These
are all important and costly strategic decisions. The earlier the manufacturer
can obtain forward order detail the quicker and more efficient it can be in
handling sales spikes and determining whether they are permanent or
temporary.

Buyers are touring development showhomes and asking how quickly
properties will be available. Housebuilders, not wishing to frustrate sales, are
offering dates which may be optimistic - if not entirely unrealistic – because
roofing tiles manufacturers have insufficient stocks.
While the downturn saw demand reduced, now housebuilders are
clamouring for product and expect manufacturers to increase shifts and
recruit staff. Manufacturers naturally plan production based on previous
years’ schedules and now face unprecedented demand. They also need raw
materials and so increase their orders to suppliers, continuing the domino
effect.
Meanwhile, an elephant lurks in the room. The Government has apparently
set aside £12bn of guarantees for mortgage lending, supposedly sufficient to
support Help to Buy until January 2017. But what if the money runs out
sooner? Will the Government changes the rules if demand is too high,
making the scheme too costly? Will it be like the Feed in Tariff? These and
other questions worry material manufacturers who may suddenly find they no
longer need so many shifts, so many staff, so much stock of product. There is
an understandable reluctance to commit given recent history.
Many housebuilders are also approaching year-end so there is additional
pressure to complete at this time of year, pressure exacerbated by the
materials’ issue. It’s been rumoured some site managers are placing kneejerk orders with tile manufacturers rather than accurate programmes
reflecting need, reminiscent of consumers panic-buying and stockpiling
during the sugar shortage of the 1970s. If it’s true, it’s unhelpful.

A roof coating system with a watertight
guarantee, a training centre committed to
the highest professional standards

15

To coincide with the launch of BBA-approved
Polyshield 15, for use as part of a two-coat
reinforced built-up system, Britannia has
opened a specialist training centre at its
Middlewich headquarters.

The Training Centre will provide training
under the LRWA Special Apprenticeship
Programme and also Polyshield 15
15-YEAR PRODUCT
Approved Contractor training.
GUARANTEE

Generally for stock products we are on 3-5 weeks but I suspect by the end of
October 4-6 weeks will be the norm until Christmas. It is essential to be
clear and transparent with customers. Over the last three months we have
been advising customers of notice period changes, our actions to overcome
this, vehicle availability and impending price changes.

A PART TIME MANAGER IS NOW REQUIRED FOR THE
TRAINING CENTRE. PLEASE WRITE, PHONE OR EMAIL.

It is a very difficult period for all roofing contractors in organising supply of
product. It is only in the last four weeks that we have seen clearer signs
from major roofing contractors and developers of further forward ordering and
a greater degree of understanding.

Unit 7/8 King Street Trading Estate, Middlewich, Cheshire CW10 9LF
T: 01606 834015 F: 01606 837006
E: sales@britanniapaints.co.uk www.britanniapaints.co.uk

BRITANNIA PAINTS LIMITED
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The downturn has also eroded available skills. Feedback suggests that insufficient numbers of students
seek apprenticeships in building and construction skills and trades, despite reports of plumbers being
able to name their price a few years ago. Clearly, if the market really booms, a strategy will be needed to
attract new blood into the industry.
Housebuilders have established relationships with tile manufacturers, which often include agreed
pricing levels with rebates et cetera. Specialist roofing contractors, however, may tender with a supply
and fix package and so may find themselves being treated like a ping-pong- ball between housebuilder
and manufacturer.

Where does this leave the specialist contractor? Housebuilders want to sell
completed properties to customers but contractors are waiting for roofing
tiles which may take 3-6 weeks rather than 3-5 days to arrive on site.
Contractors like us have therefore taken to installing felt and battens in a bid
to keep the inside of properties dry so that other trades can fit out, install
services and so on. We also pray for dry weather.

Material manufacturers are preparing to increase their prices at Christmas and raw materials are
becoming more expensive. This could pose another challenge for those contractors
who have quoted sites to completion.

Specialist contractors are also now facing erosion of margins due to
inefficiencies. Rather than visit a site once to felt, batten and tile, they visit
to felt and batten and return to base. There is also a shortage of bricks so the
contractor may visit and find the brickwork is not complete and return to
base or engage in remedial work. The contractor may also have to re-visit
because the felt may have become damaged while awaiting the arrival of
tiles and, finally, they visit to install tiles and possibly solar panels and tiles.

The ‘windfall’ of the Help to Buy scheme has taken many by surprise. The cliché
‘knowledge is power’ applies here. A consistent flow of accurate information could
allow for better coordination of resources. Data could include the number of plots, the
materials required, lead times and completion dates. Common sense must prevail if all
sectors of the building industry are to benefit from the opportunity.

In addition, should there be five or six roofs in need of tiling, when the
materials arrive some builders are allegedly demanding a gang of installers
per roof rather than one gang to tile all the roofs. Again, if this is true, it
impacts on the cost and availability of skilled labour.

BRITANNIA LAUNCH NEW
POLYSHIELD 15 AND OPEN
SPECIALIST TRAINING CENTRE

Are these issues impacting upon other items, such as windows, where 6 weeks’ lead
time is the accepted norm – a lead time that may be helpful if it was applied to tiles,
giving the manufacturers more of a chance?

The Prime Minister was reported as saying that ‘profit’ is not a dirty word. He’s right so it has now got to be better to work together so that this ‘shot in the arm’ for
housebuilding proves to be just that and not something which hampers recovery and
damages long-standing good relationships.
Enquiry 4
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SPRA

SPRA Column

SPRA’s Technical Director, Jim
Hooker FIoR describes some
recent helpline calls.

Hybrid Roofs – Do They Exist?

Balconies – Competing Objectives in a Small Space
The Challenges
Nothing combines the challenges of roof design like a balcony so
it’s no surprise that they frequently crop up in enquiries. Indeed
it would be fair to say that neither the industry as a whole nor
those that represent stakeholders are entirely clear on many
aspects. The apartment boom of the ‘noughties’ spawned a
bewildering array of balcony designs, many of which are now
defective. Remediation is extremely expensive due to the
difficulty of achieving safe access. Sadly, current construction
often fails to learn the lessons. As a frequent visitor to apartment
sites I often see the repetition of past mistakes
Of course, we should differentiate between those that are
uninsulated and cantilevered, from those that form the roof to
accommodation below. The former should be straightforward,
provided the structural design allows for the correct levels in a
floor which projects as a balcony deck. Balconies over
accommodation pose a much greater challenge because of the
need to ensure design thermal performance whilst achieving
compression-resistance, in addition to everything else.

A warm roof. Will it becomea cold one if insulation is introduced below the deck?

Balconies often start life as a working platform; this attitude must stop once roofing starts.

Either way their design requires the resolution of competing objectives, for example:

Other competing objectives include:

Falls:

Rainwater outlets

The requirement for positive drainage enshrined in BS6229,SPRA Design Guide
[http://www.spra.co.uk/images/SPRA%20SGD1-12%20Design%20Guide%202012.pdf],
NHBC Standards and Premier Guarantee Technical Standards.

Falls away from the elevation, with outlets at the front edge of
the balcony (e.g. NHBC Standards 7.1).

versus

Versus
The services and building constraints on the siting of downpipes.

The desirability of a level finish (e.g. tiles or bedded paving).
All the roofing trade associations are united on the need for a minimum finished fall of
1:80 in accordance with BS6229. That may mean designing to 1:40 if deflection and
tolerances are unknown, or 1:60 if the lower tolerance option of creating falls by using
tapered insulation is adopted.
As with roofs, box gutters are neither desirable nor necessary. They introduce
complexity and risk, affect the consistency of thermal performance and can be a
source of algae and increased maintenance cost. An effective drainage layout will
remove ponding altogether obviating the traditional function of gutters.

Thresholds:
The requirement for a minimum 75mm upstand and a drainage
channel parallel to the threshold.
Versus
The Part M compliance, construction simplicity and aesthetic
effect of an uninterrupted pedestrian finish up to the threshold.
Balustrades
The need to minimise penetration of the waterproof membrane
by awkward details such as posts and base plates.
Versus
The design limitations imposed by posts taken off parapets or
omission of posts altogether.

How will this be waterproofed effectively?

There’s still paving to go on this. Who takes
responsibility for the threshold detail?

Construction is also a compromise. The main contractor wants to
crane as much as possible off the restricted site and a balcony
makes an ideal storage space. The roofer wants a clear run at the
work because phased installation and detailing is difficult and
risky.

A frequent enquiry from architects concerns thermal design of membrane roofs.
Often, the architect has worked ‘upwards’ towards the roof and ‘downwards’
from a precious parapet detail, leaving insufficient space for the roof zone. This
zone should allow for sufficient insulation to meet target U-value plus some
slack for late changes dictated by the SAP or SBEM calculation. The allimportant 150mm protection above finished roof level at details should be
factored into the roof zone. The enquirer typically seeks endorsement for a
design which combines a slim warm deck system with additional insulation
placed elsewhere. The ‘elsewhere’ is usually between the joists a thermal
lining board to form the ceiling, or a combination of both.
BS6229:2003 refers to ‘hybrid roofs’ to describe a waterproof membrane
sandwiched between two insulating elements (e.g. inverted roof on an
insulating deck, or a warm roof with additional insulation and paving above.
Whilst this term usefully describes what exists, it is confusing because it
suggests a separate type of system and detracts from the key issue: where is
the dew-point predicted to occur under the hygrothermal conditions set by
BS6229 and BS5250? If this calculation shows condensation occurring and
accumulating in or below the deck then it’s a cold roof and will require
ventilation, which will negate the effect of the insulation above it. If it occurs
above the deck then it’s a warm roof.
Insulation introduced below the deck in a warm roof system will tend to cool
the deck (i.e. bring its service temperature closer to that of the external
environment; it will compete with that placed above it to affect the temperature
of the deck. Because the insulation beneath is not continuous, the structural
support is likely to act as a thermal bridge, further complicating matters. I had
a warm deck case recently where almost the entire void had been filled with
mineral wool, with the roof finished in expensive decking.
To minimise risk and allow for the wide variation in humidity associated with
different occupants’ behaviour, a warm or inverted warm system must be
designed correctly from scratch. Low levels of thermal resistance provided
below the deck (as for example in refurbishment of a cold roof) may be
tolerated, but it is likely that at least twice as much thermal resistance will be
required above the deck.
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Legal

Sub-contractors Beware: Has Your
Main Contractor Got the Whip-Hand?
By Don Waterworth

In the first instance, do not simply look at the value of the contract being offered; for example, 200 houses
to be re-roofed over a 2 year period at say a value of £200,000.
Simply the most important question at the outset is, ‘What is the payment schedule? How will it affect my
cash flow?’
Payment schedules can take different formats. However, take a look at this clause taken from a national
contracting company’s Terms and Conditions, which they expect sub-contractors to work to:-

‘Unless otherwise agreed in writing, once in receipt of a correctly drafted invoice and all supplementary
documentation, as detailed herein, all approved invoices will be paid 60 days from the month-end of the
date of invoice. However, and notwithstanding the foregoing terms of payment, the main contractor
reserves the right to withhold all or part of a disputed invoice, i.e. this may well be where the amount
of invoice is in question or the extent or quality of the works is under dispute.’
This one Term alone requires careful consideration because it can lead a sub-contractor into great risk.
Let’s examine it in greater detail: firstly the clause: ‘once in receipt of a correctly drafted invoice and all

This condition will need long thought and careful reflection: if a dispute
arises, the sub-contractor needs to know how it will be resolved, because
until the dispute is resolved the 60 days plus to payment will not even start. It
could easily be six months before payment is received under these terms.

As can be clearly seen, this is a one-sided and potentially very unfair term.
However, if you sign the contract, then you are bound to adhere to this term.
Although there is a legal Act - The Unfair Contract Terms Act, 1977 - to
enforce it, obviously entails going to court. Believe me when I tell you that I
have seen many a professional, and otherwise sound, sub-contractor’s
business go bust before a Judge could deem whether a Term was unfair or
not.
Let’s look at this term again with regard to the resolution of disputes:

To avoid such a scenario, specialist contractors should make
decisions that are consciously reasoned - with their head and not
their hearts - when what appears to be a lucrative contract is
waived in front of them.

To avoid being in this position, specialist contractors should take a systematic approach when they are
present with a contract.

Next: ‘The main contractor reserves the right to withhold all or part of a
disputed invoice, i.e. this may well be where the amount of invoice is in
question or the extent or quality of the works is under dispute.’

‘The main contractor will always inform the sub-contractor of the resolution of
the dispute. Occasionally deductions from the payment due to the subcontractor will be made. Should deduction in payment occur, the subcontractor will be notified in advance of the decision’.

I have worked on many disputes as an expert witness where the
main contractor or client has the ‘whip hand’ over a sub-contractor,
squeezing their finances so that continuing to trade is practically
impossible.

The main element that specialist contractors must remember is that there are those clients or main
contractors out there who purposely seek to put the sub-contractor at a disadvantage by withholding
payment, or snagging, so that the sub-contractor finds themselves in an ‘overtrading’ position and their
survival is threatened. The main contractor or client then would make a substantially lower offer than the
monies owed to resolve the dispute and the sub-contractor may find themselves in a position where they
have to accept this lower offer simply to survive in business.

Moreover, who decides that the invoice you present will be deemed
‘Approved’?

A common term for the resolution of disputes is:-

When a sub-contractor has a dispute with a main contractor or
client it can often be painful, and in my experience it can
sometimes culminate in bankruptcy or liquidation for the subcontractor. Yet, in the tough economic times we’ve all been
experiencing, it is tempting for sub-contractors to agree contracts
with a main contractor that appear profitable if all goes well but can
impose such severe penalties or stipulations that they are, in
practice, fatal.

In the first instance when being presented with a large contract by
a client or a main contractor, sub-contractors should read all of the
contractual paperwork - that is, the Sub-contractor Operation
Manual (if one exists) and, particularly, the Terms and Conditions.
Sub-contractors are frequently not conversant with many legal meanings in the Terms and Conditions and
it is worth investigating anything you are unsure of to be absolutely clear about just what is expected and,
more importantly, what will happen in the event of a dispute.

contractor or client is well within their rights to do what they are doing
because they are following the Terms and Conditions of the contract.

supplementary documentation, as detailed
herein’. If the paperwork is not to the
liking of the main contractor, this clause
buys them time. It could be another 7-10
days or even longer and until the
paperwork is in order the waiting time of
60 days does not even start.
‘Approved invoices will be paid 60 days
from the month end of the date of invoice’.
So, if you send an invoice in on the 2nd of
November, the 60 days wait only
commences at the end of November, so in
reality, your invoice will not be paid, at
best, for 90 days.
Ask yourself the question: can you wait for
90 days for the money? Also, consider this:
if you are renovating 200 houses and you
are on a time scale to complete the works,
then you are not in a position to simply
‘down tools’ and walk away until you are
paid. You will be in ‘breach of contract’.
In this scenario you could soon find
yourself in a situation where you are owed
£100,000 - £150,000, cannot buy more
materials from your suppliers because you
can’t pay your bills and yet the main

‘The main contractor will always inform the sub-contractor of the resolution of
a dispute’. Clearly the subcontractor has no input into the decision of whether
the dispute is resolved. The main contractor does not say how long the
dispute will take to resolve, how the evidence will be assessed, who will
make the decision, and whether the sub-contractor will have the opportunity
to present evidence. Sadly, it is often the case that when the main contractor
or client has written the Contract’s Terms they have compiled them to benefit
themselves.
Finally, the Terms state that, ‘the main contractor reserves the right to
withhold all or part of a disputed invoice… where the amount of invoice is in
question or the extent or quality of the works is under dispute.’ Beware: you
could find yourself in a situation where you wait 4-6 weeks, say, for a decision
about whether the work is satisfactory, or it is agreed that you have fulfilled
the contract for a specific task; then your invoice is accepted but the payment
scale will kick in (up to 30 days until the end of the month + 60 days = 90
days), and then monies are to be deducted!
In summary, all subcontractors should take the time to carefully read and
assess the contract’s Terms and Conditions, and all supplementary documents
before signing.
Subcontractors should ask themselves before accepting any contract: Can I
accept the worst case scenario? The main contractor or client is difficult to
deal with, finds fault with paperwork, finds fault with workmanship and
causes delays - and I am owed a £100,000 and may have to issue court
proceedings to recover this money?
If you cannot accept this scenario, then my advice would be that you should
not enter into the contract. It’s as simple as that.

Case Study: Carillion’s Payment Terms
Carillion is a case in point: its payment terms are
120 days from the month-end of the date of invoice.
Special contractors have to agree to this to get work
from Carillion.
After much protest from the industry, Carillion
introduced an Early Payment Facility (EPF) for
smaller sub-contractors.
Sound good? Ha, read the small print!
Carillion’s EPF allows for specialist contractors to apply to Lloyds or
RBS bank for ‘early payment’ once Carillion approves the subcontractor’s invoice, which they undertake to do in 30 days – BUT
they are not contractually bound to do so. Once the invoice is agreed,
the specialist contractor can apply to the Bank for ‘early payment’,
minus a charge deducted on a sliding scale depending on how ‘early’
the payment is. Even if the ‘early’ payment is made on the 119th day,
the charge will apply. Currently, Carillion say they will reimburse the
charge to Special contractors – again they are not contractually bound
to.
These Terms imposed by Carillion might be outrageous enough, but
it doesn’t end there.
If Carillion subsequently deem that a deduction should have been
made, for example for incomplete work, they can claim the deduction
back from the sub-contractor – to be paid back within seven days.
If the specialist contractor banks with Lloyds and they owe charges
to the bank, Lloyds can deduct those charges from the money
Carillion is paying them. They can also cancel the whole
arrangement, without notice.
And, if the EPF goes wrong for some reason? Well, the specialist
contractors has agreed to 120 days don’t forget, so they will have to
wait – oh, and no, they can’t charge interest, it’s in the contract
remember!
The National Specialist Contractors Council (NSCC) Chief
Executive, Suzannah Nichol MBE comments:
“NSCC believes, and has consistently stated through its Fair
Payment Campaign, that 30-day payment terms are normal. We
cannot see why Carillion has extended its payment terms to 120 days;
it just complicates an already complicated payment mechanism!
Contractual payment terms of 120 days are unacceptable both
commercially and ethically.”
“It has taken us a while to understand Carillion’s Early Payment
Facility and Supplier Incentive Scheme. We have met with Carillion
representatives to discuss its objectives and they have clearly stated
that their intention is to pay their supply chain early. We have also
taken legal advice to interpret the various documents so that we can
advise our members. It has taken a lot of effort and, if we have found
it hard, I am not sure how a busy Specialist Contractor is supposed to
understand it."
The NSCC work to represent the interests of
specialist contractors and are running a Fair

Don Waterworth is a building surveyor and engineer in private practice. He
regularly acts as an expert witness providing evidence to the Courts in cases of
disputes involving building works. He is also Principal of Top 100 Trades Ltd.
www.top100tradeslimited.com.

Payment Campaign
http://www.fairpaymentcampaign.co.uk/.
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The Noose Tightens on Inferior Naatural Slate
Joe Bordas - Category Manager - Pitched Roof Coverings, SIG Roofing Supplies

LABC and NHBC inspectors have already begun to
visit sites to verify that only CE-marked products are
being used. Should there be any issues with the
product marking or supporting DoP, then LABC and
NHBC inspectors are perfectly within their rights to
demand that the slates are stripped off the roofpotentially at the contractors’ expense. Slates
produced or imported pre-July 2013 are not subject to
the new requirements: so be extra vigilant when
purchasing.

There may not have been a fanfare of trumpets on the 1st July this year, but
the official birth date of The Construction Products Regulations (CPR)
marked a huge victory in the battle against cut-price and inferior natural
slate that can sometimes be the cause of costly problems for the UK roofing
industry.
With the intention of breaking down technical barriers to trade for specifiers
and end users for all construction products in Europe, the CPR harmonises
the methods of testing and publication of product performance. It also
establishes the minimum safe performance standards for several kinds of
construction products, a welcome and long-overdue step.
In the case of natural slate, the CPR declared that the correct marking of
natural slate is now a legal requirement and will be monitored by Trading
Standards.
Not only that, the CPR has introduced new Declarations of Performance
(DoP) by the manufacturer or importer. Replacing Declarations of
Conformity, these serve to indicate that the slate’s CE Marking is
consistent with its declaration. By making a DoP, the manufacturer,
importer or distributor assumes legal responsibility for the conformity of the
slate with its declared performance and must put their name to it.
The new DoP will help alert roofing contractors to any issues regarding the
key physical properties of the slate such as frost resistance, visible rusting,
and structural integrity, in order to ensure that it’s the ‘best fit’ for the
project in hand.
Since 2009, the NHBC ruled that all natural slate used on newbuild projects
should be A1T1S1 compliant, and just in case the noose isn’t tight enough,

Given that there is still an alarming number of
products available on the market with NO markings
and NO paperwork, this latest development is a
welcome move for the slate industry in the UK.
Reinforcing BS EN12326-1:2004 - the harmonized EU
standard governing Natural Slate and Stone for
Discontinuous Roofing and Cladding - which assures
roofing contractors that the slates they are buying are
tested to the criteria laid down in the standard, this
new legal requirement for a CE mark and DoP offers
some level of protection against previously-unmarked,
inferior imported slates.
Inferior slate
The problems caused by using inferior natural slate are endless. Not only
can it be riddled with inconsistencies and imperfections that result in
high wastage, but it often translates into higher labour costs too. Its
traceability is also a problem when something goes wrong, or if spares
are needed to finish the job. And that’s before the warranty is taken into
account, assuming it has one, and whether it’s even enforceable under
UK law!
Sadly, it’s only when confronted with the serious problems of hidden
carbon content, the high risk of rust, damaging micro pyrites and
excessive water absorption, that roofing contractors begin to realise that
cut-price and inferior slate comes with hidden costs.
Whilst the new legal requirement may not be able to solve the issues of
inconsistencies and imperfections, poor traceability and unenforceable
warranties, it offers roofing contractors some level of assurance that the
slate and the supplier, for that matter, are legally accountable.
More than with any other roofing material, with natural slate ‘you get
what you pay for’. There is always cheaper slate around, but there will
always be a reason that it’s cut-price, so roofing contractors need to buy
with their eyes wide open – even with CE Marking and DoP support.
The vast majority of roofing slate used in the UK comes from Spain.
Unfortunately, such is the pressure on some Spanish quarries to keep the
cash coming in following the recent French market slowdown, that some
rust-risk T2 slates are being passed off as T1 slate without re-badging or

altering their product descriptions. The agents and importers are then
selling this apparently competitive slate at cheaper prices in order to secure
sales and maintain margins. This silent enemy poses a huge risk to
merchants and contractors alike, as roofers are being duped into thinking
they have a genuine bargain. Completely unaware, they are being sold substandard slate that is passed off as high-quality slate.
For example; a dwindling handful of Spanish quarries are based in the
Casayo region which produces a great slate that is very flat, thin, uniform
and workable. Unfortunately, it has a very strong tendency to rust, so given
the NHBC’s rules, it is now relegated to the RMI budget-conscious market
and should be sold as a T2 slate. A certain volume of this slate is still being
sold honestly in the UK as T2, but the distribution of the remaining quantity
remains a mystery.
When choosing natural slates, therefore, always select from a reputable
source and make sure that you are given a copy of the BS EN12326
certification, CE Marking and DoP. Place your trust in suppliers that source
direct from quarries and can offer longevity of supply, you never know when
you may need spares or extras for the project in hand, and don't be fooled by
lifetime warranties. Be forthright and try to do background checks on the
slate’s origins. Even with certification, all may not be as it seems.
Despite what they say, ignorance is NOT bliss. Don’t make the mistake of
taking traceability and enforceable warranties for granted. In the past, roofers
have only ever asked for warranties or the old CE Declaration of
Conformities once the complaints began and unfortunately, this is too late. It
doesn’t cost more to use a legal product and the costs of being caught using
illegal and inferior slate will far outweigh any savings made on the original
purchase.
Responsible for flat roofing solutions and now pitched roof coverings, Joe
Bordas has been with SIG Roofing Supplies for almost seven years. Having
grown SIG’s own brand of natural slate - SIGA - Joe is responsible for sourcing
slate to match SIGA’s exacting criteria and managing the offerings of other
suppliers outside the group.
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Expelling the Myths of Vehicle
Tracking Technology
Piers Barron, Sales Director, ABAX UK Ltd

Many roofing companies are now appreciating first-hand
the benefits of installing trip log systems in their vehicles.
It wasn’t always so. In the past similar technology was
often seen as a ‘tracking device’ and was viewed with
suspicion and resentment by the work force. Technology
has rapidly moved on, and trip log systems can now
greatly benefit both employers and employees alike.
Typically, these systems not only help to reduce fuel
costs, increase productivity and meet legal record-keeping
obligations they can benefit employees by keeping
records for pay and tax too.
In the past, fitting the technology was a major disruption
to the companies’ busy work schedules. To have a
vehicle off the road for a day is costly for any company.
Thankfully, technology available today now offers an
advanced self-installation option, so there is no longer the
need to have vehicles off the road for hours while it is
installed. Typically, it only takes 10-15 minutes per
vehicle. The simplicity of fitting advanced units will not
affect the vehicle’s warranty either, which means lease
companies welcome them being fitted. Neither is it
necessary to pay installation costs or, when vehicles are
changed, de-installation costs.
Another cause of resistance to fitting trip log technology
frequently heard was ‘I trust my employees’. Of course an
employer must trust their employees; they would not be
employing them to represent their company otherwise.
They certainly would not be given expensive equipment
such as a van to use if there was no trust.
Trust however works both ways. The employee also trusts
the employer to ensure their tax obligations are met and
will not leave them open to HMRC penalties.
If an employee has private use of a work vehicle, the
relevant tax obligations must be met. However, if there is
no personal use allowed, it is for the company and the
employee to keep comprehensive records to prove this.
Allowing staff a ‘benefit in kind’ of personal use on a
vehicle which has not been declared, leaves the employee
and the employer liable for potential penalties.
These increasing demands to provide accurate
documentation relating to the use of commercial vehicles
can be easily met. Triplog technology can ensure
employees and employers are protected against potential
penalties and are fully HMRC compliant.
HMRC have recently created taskforces to target certain
industries to fill a deficit in their books. Last month they

announced a task force had been created to target the construction industry in
London, - a story that was published in Roofing Today’s e-newsletter, the Bulletin
on 19th October [http://roofing-today.co.uk/16PI-1U9QR-615Y3SZB26/cr.aspx]. The
bad news is that HMRC’s investigations will not just be restricted to companies
in London; rather this is only the starting point of their campaign.
Keeping manual mileage records can be time consuming and requires a strict
discipline to ensure they are correct. Having the reports automated will be one
less task for the workforce to worry about, ensuring that no trips are missed and
accurate mileage readings are provided. Such automated record-keeping will
increase efficiency and improve productivity for both the drivers and the office
staff who operate the system. There are even trip log systems on the market which
allow historical data to be accessed for up to 10 years at a click of a button.
Companies who have installed the technology have reported how they also use
the reports as time sheets; ensuring staff are paid for all work and overtime
accurately. They have even been used as proof of attendance on contracts and
length of time on site when invoices have been queried by customers.
Live tracking is another featurethat many roofing companies value; this can easily
be included within the trip log technology at minimal cost. This is a fast way of
allocating the nearest driver to an urgent job with the added benefit of providing
the customer with accurate arrival times.
When businesses consider any new investment added value and a return on
investment are essential. Research has shown that using these types of systems
saves an average of 20% on the running costs of a vehicle, as well as average
increases in productivity of nearly two hours per employee, per week.
Expelling some of the myths associated with tracking, there are many advantages
to having an automated system in company vehicles, for employees, as well as
the employer.
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Architect’s Column
How to Win Friends and Influence Architects:
Designing a Great CPD
After attending numerous Continuing Professional Development
sessions (CPDs, for short), I have formed some strong opinions about
what I – and my peers – love and hate about them. I have sat
through quite a few CPD sessions that I regretted attending and
there are also a few that got me really excited. I have decided to use
this, the first of my regular column, to explain what made the
difference between the two.
First of all, we architects are a slightly geeky breed and enjoy
learning in depth about the technical details of the products we love.
So if you have a sound grasp of the science behind the product, do
explain it to us – bonus points if you can do so with diagrams and
sketches, as we are generally visual individuals. Be prepared to
answer a lot of different questions but never pretend to know the
answer to something you don’t. Instead, offer to
get back to us with an email after talking to the
tech guys.

Grant Erskine Architects

We’re also not very keen on presentations that are delivered
mechanically and make us feel like the speaker is talking at us rather
than with us. Like we said before, enthusiasm and engagement are key!
When it comes to the content of the session, we’re not fans of overly
simplistic stuff or a presentation of your product brochure or website.
We came to hear you speak so that you can give us the kind of specific
information that can only be delivered in person. That means that you
should never read out any kind of standards that we can easily find
online; chances are that we’ve already read them and we will feel a
little like you are wasting time.
Since architects can be a bit of a perfectionist bunch, we will pick up
on the practicalities that can make or break a session, so it’s definitely
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We also like things that we can get our hands
on, so product samples and models will be a
hit. That’s because we are concerned with the
way in which the product will physically
impact the building, so texture, weight and
physical appearance are important as well as
technical performance.
Architects enjoy realistic presentations most.
Analysing the pros and cons of your product in
a fair way and admitting that it isn’t the right
choice for every single project will help build
trust and encourage us to turn to you when the
product is indeed appropriate.
All of the above are key characteristics of a
good CPD, but they’re not worth much if you
speak unenthusiastically. Architects love
listening to charismatic people with a passion
for what they are presenting, so don’t be
nervous and feel free to engage with us. We know it can be a bit
intimidating presenting in front of a big group of people, as we’ve
done it quite a bit ourselves, so we’ll be supportive and
understanding.
Now, about the stuff that puts us off
Probably nothing is worse than a very obvious sales pitch. A short
company overview is fine, but bear in mind what we said above
about gaining our trust. If you push your brand too hard, we’ll be
wary of your ability to be objective. We will be aware from the outset
of the company you are working for and the visual branding of your
presentation and product samples will be enough to help us
remember you. Remember that this is your opportunity to promote
the benefits of the product you are offering and the company you
work for and not the time to sell your services.

worth being well organised! That means arriving early and making sure
that all your technical equipment works. No one likes a flip chart
presentation!
In conclusion, the quality of a CPD session stands in your ability to see
things from the architect’s perspective. We are concerned with how
products perform, as well as their aesthetic appeal and we are
technically, as well as artistically, minded. I hope this has shed some
light on creating a good CPD and better planning your session. If you
have any questions, feel free to get in contact.
Grant Erskine Architects is a Manchester based Architect's
Office, with unrivalled knowledge & experience in the Property
and Construction sector. Telephone 0161 236 9761. Visit
www.granterskinearchitects.com.
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Flat Roofing

Flat Roofs Insured
Many system companies and trade associations have worked hard in recent times to improve the design and simplify
installation of flat roofs. In spite of this, insurers still see problems with flat roofs as the biggest reason for remedial
claims. Martyn Holloway, Business Development Manager at SFS intec, discusses how roofing designers can minimise
the risks

Mechanical fixing
In addition to the lack of available site testing, the myth that
adhesive is cheaper than mechanical fasteners, when used on
concrete roofs for example, is not the case. The old way of installing
fasteners into concrete meant that deep pilot holes were required.
Now, purpose designed systems and tools are available which
require no more than a 35mm pilot hole and 20mm fastener
embedment, ensuring up to 40% less drilling, so reducing labour
costs.

Usually building insurers consider factors such as the roofs’ material, the
percentage of the property that is flat roofed and the property’s value
when setting premiums. However, the way the roof is fixed down isn’t
usually stipulated by insurers, despite the fact ‘damage arising from faulty
workmanship or the use of defective materials’ is commonly noted as a
clause, which many insurers refuse to cover under standard building
protection policies.
Given the number of claims that roofing issues present, and the different
risks associated with various flat roofing applications, surely it’s time for
insurers to evaluate these variants if they want to reduce financial risk
and ultimately, claims?
Adhesive bonding
Traditionally, flat roofs have been installed using what is, seemingly,
lower cost adhesive solutions, securing the insulation and membrane
onto either concrete, plywood or steel decks. However, contractors and
insurers must be aware that the bonding of all layers is absolutely critical
for a roof system's resistance to wind uplift, as this is sometimes
forgotten. This is particularly difficult when bonding to existing adhered
layers that have already provided many years of service.
Adhesive application relies on the skill of the installer to use a sufficient
quantity of adhesive, to ensure wind loading resistance. Unlike
mechanically fastened systems, there generally isn’t an effective site test
for adhesives which would measure the bond’s strength. This means that
there’s no guarantee that the correct amount of bonding agent has been
applied and, as such, these systems can come unstuck if faced by strong
wind. If this occurs, the financial implications of fixing the roof outweigh
any initial cost savings. This comes at the expense of the insurer and the
roofing contractor, especially if the previously mentioned clause means
that the roof isn’t even covered.

When fixing single ply membrane and tapered insulation onto
concrete, an adjustable, high-performance fastener can save
considerable installation time and cost when compared with
adhesive. An adjustable fastening system will simplify the
installation by reducing the number of fastener combinations
required, while standardising the setting depth at 20mm for the
complete tapered scheme. Though this is preferred as it prevents
'ponding', it is not always specified due to cost. The mechanical fix
alternative significantly reduces costs, enabling a tapered scheme to
be used economically.

Enquiry 6

When mechanically fixing, undertaking wind load calculations to
determine the extent of a roof’s exposure is good practice and
should be mandatory for all projects. Pullout testing is of equal
importance and must be carried out specifically on concrete deck
and refurbishment applications. By establishing these calculations
and site pull-out tests the correct number of fasteners and their
placement can be determined to ensure a safe and secure design, as
well as providing the roofing contractor with a guarantee of
workmanship and suitability of roof fix for the location.
Ignoring site testing and wind load calculations will always carry
risk of roof failure and potential significant business liability to the
installer. This information is vital to ensure correct design and
thereby avoid 'faulty workmanship'.
Cover yourself
With many variations of flat roofing application available, naturally
there are pros and cons which the designer and contractor should
consider, for the building’s safety and the validity of its insurance.
Perceived ‘quick fix’ solutions such as adhesives may carry
significant risk if they are installed incorrectly or in unsuitable
locations. However, by using high-performance products and
specialist mechanical fix solutions which are designed for the job at
hand, the likelihood of a building failing due to the occurrence of
strong winds and stormy weather is greatly reduced.
Insurance companies also have a responsibility to ensure their
policies consider each case separately and include more specific
requirements for fixing and materials. In turn, this will encourage
the industry to specify the most suitable solutions and not cut costs
or performance.

Enquiry 5
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Workwear

Workwear for Roofers - Autumn/W
/Winter 2013-14
Frontera Pilot Jacket

Workwear is critical for roofers: to protect from exposure to the weather, to ensure comfort
and to aid health and safety. Here, Roofing Today takes a look at what’s on offer this
autumn/winter season for the professional, well turned-out, busy roofer.

Legacy
Trousers

As textiles and manufacturing processes develop, more and more is possible. Layering technology means
that you can keep warm but still maintain freedom of movement. From the inside out, each layer of clothing
is important - just think: breathe, insulate, protect. Treated fabrics will protect you from the weather while
wicking moves moisture away from the skin to stay comfortable. And don’t forget accessories – gloves to
protect your hands while preserving critical grip, tool belts to help you stay efficient and knee pads to
allow you to carry on working comfortably all day.

The update of this classic
range includes the lowering
of waist and pocket heights,
an adjustment of leg width
and the addition of knee and
leg pockets, plus an extra
pocket designed for mobile
phones. The manufacturer hopes
the subtle changes will provide
customers with the work wear they
want: comfortable, durable and
with a great fit. Fristads Kansas.
£42.

But of course it’s not just about practicalities - roofers need to present themselves to their potential
customers, to look smart and professional to win new business. And they want to look good too!

Comfort 15g Cut 5
Gloves

Site Rock Safety Boot
Lightweight yet hardwearing boots for standing up to the rigours of
the worksite. With breathable fabric and dual density, crackresistant, non-clogging soles, these boots take the strain out of
being on your feet all day. Screwfix: £39.99

Breathe...

insulate...

+

A midweight, full zip fleece,
the Helly Hansen Rossland
Fleece is warm and breathable,
and when worn over a
suitable baselayer, it
effectively moves
moisture away from
the body. Perfect for
roofers this season,
the Helly Hansen
Rossland Fleece is
the second layer in
the Helly Hansen
Three Layer
System™ providing
great thermal
protection. Helly
Hansen: £62.00 + VAT

High Visibility Safety
Hooded Sweatshirt
Warm and durable, with high
visibility strips on each shoulder
and two strips around the body.
Knitted cuffs and hem, attached
hood with draw cord adjustment
and a front kangaroo pocket.
Dickies: £32.90

Trojan® MultiPocket Tradesman
Trouser

Industry 300
Trousers
Popular workwear
trousers, with modern
styling and multiple
functional pockets and
features. Elasticated
waist with wide belt
loops, hammer loop
and double rule pocket.
Dickies: £39.25

protect...

Rossland Fleece

Kastrup Crewneck
Baselayer
The Kastrup Crewneck
Baselayer is the most
important layer in the
Helly Hansen Three
Layer System™. With
expert moisture
transportation using
LIFA® technology,
the baselayer is
extremely quick
drying and naturally
antibacterial –
making it the
perfect choice for
roofers this season.
Helly Hansen: £15.00
+ VAT

The lightest, most dexterous
cut level 5 protective glove on
the market. High
mechanical
protection in an
ultra lightweight
15g glove that
offers contact heat
protection up to
100°C. The foam
nitrile
coating
provides excellent grip in wet
or dry conditions and the
breathable liner and palm
coating keeps hands dry and
Arco:
£12.95
cool.

Certified to EN 343 - cl. 3/1 and
EN 342 - class 3/2 (2.0 clo).
This jacket is not only
breathable but is also wind
and waterproof. The Mascot
Frontera has a huge number
of features and benefits that
are truly out of this world.
Mascot: £113.70

Haag Waterproof
Breathable Jacket

+

The ideal lightweight jacket
for roofers this season,
offering maximum
protection from the rain,
wind and snow. The
third layer in the
Helly Hansen
Three Layer
System™, this
jacket is 100%
waterproof and
breathable and
will keep roofers
‘Dry, Warm and
Safe At Work™’.
Helly Hansen:
£75.00 + VAT

Two Layer Jacket
A new, soft, two layer jacket with GORETEX® technology fabric. This jacket is
breathable, water and windproof with a
soft and light quilt lining. With Cocona®
material that transports moisture,
absorbs odour, dries very quickly and
offers UV protection it is perfect for
roofers exposed to the elements. Fristads
Kansas: £55

Incredibly versatile and
hard-wearing with
Cordura® detailing adding
rugged durability and
strength to withstand the
toughest working
environments. The
trousers feature kneepad
pockets, plenty of storage
pockets, hammer loop and
a safe place for mobile
phones. Arco: £36.99

Site Reversible Body Warmer
The combination of Hi-Vis and Bodywarmer make this an
essential Workwear item. Essential clothing to keep the chills
out, and easily reversible for whatever your day throws at
you. Screwfix: £24.99

Site Knee Pads
Lightweight Knee Pad
inserts compatible with
all Site Trousers - Cut to
size and Certified to EN
14404. Screwfix: £5.99

Site Belt
Heavy Duty Elasticated quick
release Belt with a nickel Silver
Snap-Shut Buckle. Elasticated
for manoeuvrability and
comfort. Screwfix:£4.99

Trojan® Breathable
Anti-Bacterial Polo
Shirt

The Rushden Trainer
Has a composite safety toecap and midsole
offering high levels of all round protection.
The collar and tongue are both padded to
provide additional comfort and the outsole
benefits from EVA heel inserts for
cushioning properties. Dickies: £93.60

Made from breathable, moisture
management material to wick
away sweat, leaving you dry, cool
and comfortable. As the body
turns up the heat, the fabric
comes alive, water vapour is
pulled through the fabric and it
‘breathes’. The fabric is also antimicrobial, providing 99.9%
protection against hazardous
micro-organisms and preventing
odours. Arco: £14.99

Green Roofs

Designing a Green Roof for
Ecosystem Services and Visual Impact

Maggie Fennell, Technical Green Roof Expert at Boningale GreenSky

an integral part of a development’s sustainability
plan, rather than just an add-on.
Green Roof Plugs
In order to achieve a wide range of environmental
services and aesthetic effects, having a good plant
range is important. Sedums are the stalwart of
traditional green roofing because of their water
efficiency, but alone they do not provide the best
solution for some environmental services like
biodiversity, and they can struggle in very damp
conditions and in poor light.
Having a mix of plants that respond to different light
levels and yearly weather patterns is always
important, and plug planting enables appropriate
species to be combined and placed where they will
be most effective. With an expanding range of more
than 100 varieties of plant to choose from – from
classic sedums and wildflowers to more exotic
alpines and bulbs – architects also have plenty of
choice when it comes to creating a colourful and
diverse rooftop environment.

Green, or living roofs, are becoming more and more popular in
towns and cities as a result of the many benefits they can
provide. Some of these are substantial environmental
improvements, often known as ‘ecosystem services’, and
include mitigating flooding by retaining rain water runoff at
source, improving air quality, reducing noise pollution, and
supporting biodiversity. In addition to this they make our
urban spaces healthier, prettier places to live by greening the
concrete jungle, and can even bring financial rewards for the
building owners by increasing roof durability, regulating
temperature and increasing property value.
Ecosystem services and green infrastructure are now
becoming so well known that some cities are starting to
develop green roof policies that either require or reward the
application of green roofs to both new and existing buildings
under the BREEAM rating system. The global move towards
greater urbanisation and increased population density is also
serving to intensify this development; under these conditions,
it is important for green roofs to prove how well they can
perform functions that have traditionally been satisfied by
open spaces in urban areas.
This has been one of the main challenges faced by designers
and installers keen on controlling the performance of the
green roof’s water management, and creating long-lasting and
high performance green roofs.

In an industry that crosses many disciplines, many green roofing solutions have come
about by the roofing industry’s resourceful use of the most appropriate materials which
are already available. Some of the new products designed for green roofing like drainage
boards and sedum mats are ideas borrowed from countries like Germany with more
experience of green roofing. This is a great starting point, but now more sophisticated
systems must meet specific demands of the UK market and tailor products to our climate
and environmental goals.
Whilst waterproofing and drainage are crucial to any green roof’s success, it is the plants
and their supporting layer that are providing the essential ecosystem services and
benefits beyond those of a grey roof. By keeping a focus on the ‘green’ and creating the
best plant solutions for UK climates and requirements, the performance that is so vital for
creating a sustainable urban environment can be improved, and therefore the real value
will be maximised.
At the forefront of research into this horticultural sphere are the experts at the University
of Sheffield who have been working with Boningale GreenSky to develop an entirely new
way of growing plants to improve their adaptation to the roof environment. This
partnership resulted in the University successfully commissioning a 3-year PhD research
project into substrates – the growing medium in which roof plants grow.
Background research was undertaken at the green roof at Sharrow School, which is now
considered to be pioneering because it was the first in the UK – and possibly the world –
to be declared a Local Nature Reserve. This ground-breaking research looked specifically
at substrate and plant treatments that are appropriate to the UK environment and will
combine biodiversity support and aesthetic effect.
This has enabled the development of new plugs and substrates specifically for green
roofing applications – and ones that will enable designers to prove that their green roof is

The technical side of growing plants is also
important for establishing a
healthy ecosystem on a roof. Plug
plants are traditionally grown in
rich, fibrous peat that dries out
irreversibly once they are deprived
of water. This is fine for most
applications, but on a rooftop it
means that roots are unable to
become established in the
substrate and the plants are much
more likely to die.
The green roof plugs are grown in
a mix of peat-free growing
medium and substrate that mimic
the conditions they are to be planted in. Being 65cc
in volume and 62mm deep means they are ideal for
planting into lightweight extensive green roofs,
while the strong rootball ensures they can outgrow
their plug quickly, thus reducing the “shock factor”
that often happens during transplantation. This
provides quicker plant coverage and means the roof
looks and performs how it should do for longer. This
longevity means that they are the ideal choice for
contractors who also have to maintain the roof
gardens because fewer replacements are necessary.
Green Roof Substrates
The substrates developed specifically for green roofs
allow installers to choose the ideal medium,
according to local rainfall levels and required
maintenance. This will radically change the way in
which landscape architects will be able to plan their
green roofs.

Until now there was nothing on the market that enabled designers and contractors to choose an
appropriate substrate that could achieve a particular desired performance. Currently substrate
manufacturers class their products according to the type of planting they should be used with,
for example, sedum matting, wildflowers or turf.
Such classification means that accompanying data factsheets are difficult to interpret if the
products need to be compared to actual performance, which could lead to the wrong type being
used. This can result in poor plant performance and disappointing environmental results.
Doctoral research led by Gareth Phoenix at the University of Sheffield discovered that the amount
of rainfall that an area experiences and the level of maintenance expected for the finished design
are the two main factors to consider when choosing the correct substrate.
Therefore, based on this research, four different categories of substrate to suit different situations
have been developed:

n
n
n
n

Dry location, fast-growing plants
Dry location, low maintenance planting
High rainfall area, fast-growing plants
High rainfall area, low maintenance planting.

These indicators ensure the correct balance of organic and mineral material in each medium to
cope with the range of UK environments.
In summary, this means designers will be able to have much better control over the performance
of the green roof’s water management, as flood mitigation has been an important driver. In

addition they can now balance the aesthetic requirements of the green roof with consideration of
how much maintenance should be done.
As proved at Sharrow School, getting the right balance is very important to the plant survival, as
well as the overall environmental performance of the green roof, such as water management and
temperature regulation.
Green roof plugs and substrates are not just designed to enable current practitioners to improve
their green roof delivery; they make it easy for newcomers to green roofing to have the
confidence to create a high-performance roof.
To help further, these new products are also accompanied by an online selection tool, also the
first of its kind, which will provide guidance on which substrate to use when details of the green
roof project are entered.
Maggie Fennell has provided guidance for University of Sheffield’s academic research into
Green Roofs, and now heads up Boningale GreenSky. For further information and expertise
advice on green roof plugs and substrates go to www.boningale-greensky.co.uk.
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Helping to reduce energy bills and
keeping homes warmer, loft insulation is one of
the easier and more cost-effective measures to
install – with increases in the depth of the
insulation being flagged as a ‘quick win’ in
reducing heat loss. However, if installed
incorrectly and in too great a quantity, it can in
fact hinder roof ventilation. Clear continuous
air paths at the eaves are crucial, without this
through flow of air the performance and
condition of the roof – from the joists to the
roofline, can be compromised.
Roof ventilation ensures air flow across the roof
void. As moisture-laden air rises, it passes
through the building until it reaches the roof
space, entering through plasterboard and air
gaps in the ceiling caused by loft hatches,
cables, pipes and spotlights. As impermeable
roofing felt prevents any moisture escaping it is
retained in the roof void. This is okay until the
air temperature inside and out become
extremes of one another, and the moisture can
no longer be held as vapour (the dew-point)
and becomes droplets, known commonly as
condensation, which then sit upon cold
surfaces. Appropriate ventilation helps to
reduce this potentially damaging level of
condensation build-up.
If left to settle and accumulate, condensation
can cause the roof timbers to deteriorate. As
weathering can make it difficult to judge the
condition of the roofline, for most people the
first sign that something is amiss is when spot

The size of the air path across the roof void is
critical to avoiding condensation build-up. But
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Duo pitch roofs
greater than 20 degrees pitch or
greater than 10m span should
have additional ventilation at
the ridge to assist airflow
through the roof void,
equivalent to at least a 3mm
wide
continuous
gap.
Additionally, if the span is greater than
10m the overall ventilation area should be
increased to at least 0.6% of the total roof
area.

call us now for more information

706 Plu

n Flat roof less than 15 degree
pitch with insulation at ceiling
level = 25mm

minimum pitch capability of 14º and upwards
lightweight & easy to cut
minimal waste & faster installation
largest industry colour choice
limited lifetime warranty

ter Grey

n Mono pitch roof greater
than 15 degree pitch but less
than 70 degrees with insulation
at ceiling level = 10mm at the
roofline and 5mm at the ridge

marks and mould start to appear on the ceilings in
the rooms below.

APPROVAL
INSPECTION
TESTING
CERTIFICATION
CERTIFICATE No 08/4603

704 Pew

Roof ventilation is an important factor in any building, with Building Regulations in England and Wales stating that
adequate roof ventilation must be provided. Get it wrong, and it could be to the detriment of the entire build – rotting
timbers, stained ceilings and walls, and mould and damp spores. Dave Osborne, technical manager at Swish Building
Products explores the issue of roof ventilation and the crucial role it plays in maintaining a healthy domestic
environment.

As these prices continue to climb,
adopting and installing energy
efficient measures is becoming an
increasingly popular choice for many
homeowners and housebuilders.

A
BBA

For centuries, slate roofing has been desired for its durability and beauty. With authentic surfaces
and edges, Tapco Slate highlights the handsome character of slate, at the same time enhancing roof
performance through innovative design. Unlike natural slate, Tapco Slate won’t break or delaminate.

Roof Respiration
Trust in energy companies is at an
all-time low. Statistics reported by
the Department for Energy & Climate
Change show a significant rise in
domestic energy costs between
August 2012 and August 2013. All
domestic fuel increased by 7.7 per
cent while domestic electricity prices
rose by 8.2% and domestic gas prices
increased by 8.4%.

100% Rec

Build a beautiful roof...
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n Where the duo pitch is greater than
15 degrees with the ceiling following the
plane of the roof or a flat roof, less than 15
degrees pitch with insulation at ceiling
level, a minimum 50mm free air path
should be maintained between the top of
the insulation and the underside of the
roof decking. Air paths should not be
obstructed.

ventilation spaces need to be calculated correctly; a
ventilation space that is too big will undo any
beneficial effect of insulation, too small and
ventilation will prove inadequate at preventing
condensation. Correctly calculated ventilation
spaces are determined by the style of roof: mono
pitch, duo pitch or flat.
n Duo pitch roof greater than 15 degree pitch but
less that 70 degrees, with insulation at the ceiling
level = 10mm
n Duo pitch greater than 15 degrees with the
ceiling following the plane of the roof = 25mm at the
roofline and 5mm at the ridge

One solution that allows for both
adequate ventilation and good insulation
is the installation of eaves vent trays or
roll-out eaves trays in conjunction with
soffit ventilation though; Swish Building
Products recommends their use as best
practice. These are designed to sit
between the rafters, above the
insulation, and force the insulation away
from the roof, ensuring that the flow of
air is maintained.
The National Self-Build & Renovation
Centre in Swindon offers visitors several
display areas packed full of information
and products. For the full range of
rainwater, roofline and cladding products
visit www.swishbp.co.uk or call 01827 317
200. Keep up to date by following Swish
Building Products @swishbp.
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Keylite Loft Ladder Takes Innovation To New Level

Redbacks Kneepads Get Some Weight Behind Them

Keylite Roof Windows is delighted to announce
the launch of its all new Loft Ladder. The new
Loft Ladder introduces unique features designed
to provide the easiest and fastest installation
process. The latest loft ladder comes with two
exciting and patented features, both unique to
the Keylite Loft Ladder, which are designed to
greatly enhance both the safety and simplicity of
the loft ladder installation process.
l The Detachable Ladder allows for simple
installation by one person making installation
simple, fast and efficient.
l The Flick Fit Installation features pre-installed
brackets, allowing for “Easy Fit” Installation so
that the ladder simply clicks into the roof space
above, quickly and safely. The Flick Fit brackets allow the ladder to be
installed safely, from below, where previously loft ladders could only be
installed from above in the loft.
The Keylite Loft Ladder also includes a pre-fitted handrail as standard,
recessed locking system, slip resistant threads, scratch resistant
protective feet, a continuous seal around the trapdoor for reduced heatloss, Hi-Therm 0.12w/m2k as standard, as well as dove tail joints on all
threads. The Keylite Loft Ladder is priced from just £99 ex VAT. See
www.keyliteroofwindows.com.

After just 18 months of operation, CL-7
Limited, the UK, Daventry based
company which developed ‘Redbacks
Cushioning Technology’ to produce the
award
winning
Redbacks
Safety
kneepads,
is
now
enjoying
unprecedented success throughout many
trades and industries. Stockists and
distributors now include ‘blue chip’
organisations such as Trojan Tools
Limited, Coleman Brothers Wholesale Wallpapers Limited, Cane Adam professional decorating materials, and the online tool catalogue ITS.co.uk.
Amongst other orders, the kneepads are now being purchased by the
Jersey Government for all its facilities team, in addition to the police, fire
and ambulance services. Essential for those who spend any time working
on their knees in order to avoid painful operations or treatment later,
Redback Kneepads are the winners of the ‘2012 SATRA Best Innovation in
Occupational PPE Award’. The kneepads feature a soft and flexible TPE
leaf-spring set within a unique honeycomb matrix. This new ‘Redbacks
Cushioning Technology’ distributes body weight evenly, elevating the knees
to relieve back pain and reduce pressure on knee, leg, ankle and foot joints,
whilst minimising the risk of possible injury from sharp or penetrating
objects. For more information visit: www.redbackskneepads.co.uk email:
sales@CL-7.co.uk or telephone: 01327 702104.
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SIEVERT® Promatic Gas Torch System –
Safety and Economy for Roofing Professionals
Following a successful Roofex 2013 the
SIEVERT® Promatic range of gas blow
torches and accessories has continued to
grow in popularity within the professional
roofing sector, where its quality, safety and
gas-saving features are proving a hit. Safety
comes in the form of a patented
piezoelectric ignition system, which delivers
‘trigger on – trigger off’ control so the gas is
lit only for the time it is actually being used,
which means no more unattended and
dangerous flames on site. In addition, the
‘trigger on – trigger off’ control also reduces
the amount of gas consumed as the torch
does not have to be left lit in between tasks,
being lit simply and easilyfor use only when
required. Nick Carter, Sievert UK MD said:
“Professionals are looking much more
seriously at the SIEVERT® Promatic Range,
which was obvious from the interest it attracted at this year’s Roofex. In
fact, we are already in discussion with a number of training organisations
who are evaluating the Promatic range as their preferred product for
training. With the cost of LPG cylinders now the reduction in gas used will
go a long way towards paying for the Promatic Torch”. For more
information contact sales@sievertuk.co.uk.
Enquiry 17

Pasquill Panels KeepS Dogs Snug at Rehoming Centre
Pasquill, the UK’s largest
supplier of trussed rafters,
has helped Dogs Trust save
money on the cost of a new
rehoming centre the charity is
building in Basildon. The
company has supplied main
contractor,
Abbott
Construction, with over 1,000
sq.m. of pitched roof panels
and over 150 sq.m. of flat
roof panels as part of a bespoke solution to achieve a specified U value of
0.15 W/m2K. The project presented Pasquill with quite a challenge in the
form of the building’s roof hip ends, which necessitated specially shaped
panels. Value engineering on the project revealed that the SIPS panels
originally specified would not create as much of a value for money solution
as that offered by Pasquill. The resulting roofing configuration is (from the
top) tiles on battens on felt followed by Pasquill’s pre-insulated panels
incorporating:
l counter battens
l a breather membrane
l Mitek Posi-JoistsTM
l Isover mineral wool insulation between rafters
l a polythene vapour control barrier
l an OSB underlining
The project has been supplied through Pasquill’s associate Saint Gobain
company, Jewson. Phil Hughes, Director of Abbott Construction said: “We
were familiar with Pasquill’s excellent reputation but had not worked with
the company before. We are very pleased with the cost savings the
company’s panels have produced for us.” See www.pasquill.co.uk.
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Van Users Seek the Personal Touch
Van users nationwide want better service from
fuel card suppliers, according to The Fuelcard
People, and are particularly unhappy about
having to deal with faceless call centres. Steve
Clarke, group marketing manager for The
Fuelcard People, said: “If a van user needs to
discuss their account, they inevitably have to
deal with a random call centre operator. They
might not have spoken to them before, might
never do so again. All the operator knows is what
they see on their screen, once the customer
explains who they are. Next time, the customer
has to repeat the process. ‘Customer Services’ is
not a very good description.” Firms using vans
and other light commercial vehicles are very clear about what they want:
they want to speak to a human being, not a system. “To order more fuel
cards, replace a lost card or raise any account query, they want to make
one call,” said Steve Clarke. “They don’t then ask for ‘Customer Services,’
‘Accounts’ or any other department. They ask for a person, by name, and
then talk to the person who always takes their calls. This dedicated
account manager knows them, knows their business and understands their
circumstances.” If one fuel card company will not offer dedicated account
management, look for people who do.”
Enquiry 44

The Shard, Western Europe’s tallest building, is the latest in a long line of
prestigious London landmark projects to be protected by Alumasc’s
Hydrotech hot melt waterproofing system.
This iconic building joins well-known developments such as Canary Wharf,
Bishopsgate and Tate Modern where Hydrotech has been successfully
used, signifying new heights for the market leading structural
waterproofing system.
A total of 3500 metres of Hydrotech has been installed across various
levels of the 310m (1,016ft) landmark building, whose glass façade now
dominates the London skyline. Designed by Renzo Piano Building
Workshop, the building comprises offices, restaurants, the 5-star ShangriLa Hotel and residential apartments.
Hydrotech was specified by affiliate architects, Adamson Associates. Its
high performance and flexibility of installation made it suitable for several
areas where alternative products were not an option. Despite a number of
challenges posed by weather, intricate design details and the unique
logistics presented by a building spanning more than 1000 feet,
Hydrotech helped achieve a
highly successful installation.
The system has been installed
on the ground floor podium, level
17 plant area, under the green
roof on level 20, the building
maintenance units at level 29
and the viewing level 72 - which
is London’s highest public
viewing gallery, offering 360°
views. Alumasc’s Derbigum flat
roof membrane was also
installed on level 75.
Joining
the
podium
waterproofing to other systems
presented a particular challenge,
as did the junctions where the
waterproofing meets the glazing.
On the viewing area, the
waterproofing had to incorporate
numerous major pitch pockets to
accommodate the steel frame
which is designed to compensate
for the movement of building
from this level and above.
Alumasc, the installers and contractors worked closely together to
achieve a successful outcome despite the difficulties. Paul Read of
Alumasc comments: “The working relationships on site were a key factor
in the success of this installation - everyone was reactive and focused on
problem solving. The installers coped admirably with the constant need
to stop and start work, while other trades were working to a very tight
schedule. Despite the adverse conditions, all work was carried out to a
high standard.”
The Hydrotech hot melt system provides seamless waterproofing ideal for
podiums and highly detailed waterproofing projects. It is manufactured
using 10% post-consumer recycled material, is BBA accredited and has
European Technical Approval ETA-05/0152. Hydrotech is designed to last
for lifetime of the structure and is available with a choice of warranties.
For further details on Hydrotech structural waterproofing visit
www.alumascroofing.co.uk.
Enquiry
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The new 2013/14 Jewson catalogue
is hot off the press. Featuring
hundreds of new products, including
many new trade brands, this is the
must-have guide for every trade
professional’s
light
building
materials needs. Including everyday
trade essentials alongside the latest
sustainable solutions, the 2013/14
Jewson catalogue covers every
product that might be needed and
also includes Bathrooms, Kitchens,
Doors and Joinery and Tool Hire.
The free catalogue is available from
every local Jewson branch. To pick
up yours simply pop in to one of over
600 branches nationwide. For more
details visit www.jewson.co.uk.
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Air Tight Membrane Used on Log Cabin

Cembrit’s Solution for Ridge Ventilation

Hydrotech Reaches New Heights on The Shard

Read All About It – New
Jewson Catalogue

Cembrit’s
new
Continuous Vent Ridge
is a practical and
aesthetically pleasing
fibre cement product,
ridge capping solution
for pitched roofs. The
Continuous Vent Ridge
has many advantages
over more commonly
used ridge cappings. At
3.24 Kg, it is half the
weight per linear metre of a concrete or clay ridge covering. Being
lightweight, the product is easy to transport and can be carried up to the
roof top with ease. At 525mm length it is possible to carry 2 linear metres
of ridge covering at a time. It is available in blue/black, the most popular
fibre cement slate colour, and comes four different angles, 22.5˚ - 45˚ to
allow a neat and tidy finish on the most common roof pitches. Cembrit’s
Continuous Vent Ridge is dry fixed with four self drilling screws. In contrast,
clay and concrete ridges require on site wet mortaring, which is not only
messy, but takes longer. Adhering to roof ventilation provisions is just as
important as the design and construction aspects. Cembrit’s Continuous
Vent Ridge has the free air capacity of 5880 mm² which more than exceeds
the requirements of BS 5250. For more information please call 020 8301
8900 or email: sales@cembrit.co.uk.
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New RIBA Approved Roofing CPD

The A. Proctor Group Ltd recently
supplied their Wraptite-SA into a
log cabin construction in Corgarff,
Aberdeenshire.
Wraptite-SA
combines the best properties of a
vapour permeable membrane and
an air barrier in one innovative,
self-adhering product. It fully bonds
(no mechanical attachment) to
almost any substrate for air
tightness and ease of installation.
Wraptite-SA is designed for use
behind rain screen cladding
systems where water resistance
and energy efficiency are essential. With Wraptite-SA being such a
versatile product, previously dated construction techniques have became
viable once again. A prime example of this is Sylvan Stuart’s innovative
application of Wraptite-SA in log cabins. Doug Irvine from Sylvan Stuart
Ltd explained “The job at Corgarff is built using our double-skin log
construction. We were fearful that we had reached the end of the road
with this type of construction as the new air-tightness requirements were
going to be very difficult to meet. Continuity in the outer membrane was
the only way to achieve air-tightness in the double skin log construction.
Wraptite-SA seems to fit the bill perfectly.
Please visit
www.proctorgroup.com
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Ecotherm On Top for Waitrose

Sika Liquid Plastics, has launched a new RIBA approved Continuing
Professional Development (CPD) presentation titled ‘Roofing Systems:
Reducing and Managing Risk’. The CPD is aimed at assisting architects
and specifiers to design and select roof solutions that provide levels of
required performance and guarantees, meet current, predicted legislative
requirements and reduce the risk of litigation and associated
consequences. Lasting around 45 minutes, the presentation highlights the
experience of the Sika Group and Liquid Plastics, as well as detailing the
typical challenges and risks that a client would expect from a roofing
system, including considerations for both refurbishment and new build
projects. The presentation will explore the role of the manufacturer in
helping to reduce specific risks such as wind uplift, condensation, hot
works and fire risk, Construction Design Management (CDM), building
regulation issues, and drainage/ponding. Also the content will look into
the significance of guarantee security and the importance of a single point
of responsibility for client satisfaction. The CPD has been designed to be
informative and beneficial to its attendees, who will all receive a certificate
to confirm attendance that can be used to claim CPD points at a later
date. Sika Liquid Plastics CPD seminars can be carried out at a time and
place convenient to clients and their teams. For further details, or to book
a seminar, contact the Internal Sales Team on 01772 259781 or email
liquidplastics@uk.sika.com.
Enquiry
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Waitrose Hitchin in
Herefordshire
has
been given a new
lease of life, thanks to
the installation of
2000
m2
of
EcoTherm Eco-Bond
PIR
flat
roof
insulation over the
top of its existing
failing steel faced
composite panel roof.
The flat roof of the
W a i t r o s e
s u p e r m a r k e t
comprised 50 mm
steel faced composite panels which had begun to leak, and were
thermally out of date, resulting in unnecessary heat loss. To repair and
refurbish the roof 100mm thick EcoTherm Eco-Bond were fitted over
the top of the existing composite panels under a fully adhered singleply waterproofing membrane. 100 mm EcoTherm Eco-Bond delivers a
typical U-value of 0.24 W/m2.K when installed on a standard metal
deck. EcoTherm Eco-Bond corresponds to the BRE Green Guide
generic PIR insulation which achieves a summary Green Guide rating of
A. It is extremely light and easy to cut to size with only a knife or saw,
allowing fast-track installation on both new and existing roofs. As with
all EcoTherm rigid insulation products, Eco-Bond is manufactured with
no CFC’s or HCFC’s and is produced in the UK, to the highest
standards. Call 01702 520166 or email: technical@ecotherm.co.uk, or
visit www.ecotherm.co.uk/.
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Congratulations to the Flying Scotsman!
Freefoam Building Products would like to congratulate
Craftsman Cladding, Freefoam Registered Installers
based in Mauchline, who have just announced their
best ever quarter results – up by 83% on last year.
Craftsman Cladding are a well established and highly
respected company offering PVC windows, doors,
roofline, conservatory and flat roof installation across
Scotland for both domestic and commercial
customers. Founded in 1998, Craftsman Cladding
have grown to employ 35 staff and achieved a project turnover of £3m this year. The company
prides itself on using the best products that offer customers guaranteed long lasting solutions for
roofing, home improvement and commercial applications. Craftsman Cladding chose Freefoam as
their roofline supplier, bought from local Freefoam stockist Central Plastics, for just these reasons
and have become specialists in roofline installation throughout Scotland. Craftsman Cladding’s
David Stewart explained “We’re obviously really pleased with these figures. We’ve seen a mixture
of higher value sales and a higher volume of orders and have proved that selling and fitting quality
products like Freefoam with long-lasting guarantees, offering expert advice and giving first class
customer service meets the demands of today’s market and results in success.”
Enquiry 20

Minster Roofing Guide Brings More Choice to Roofers
Specialist roofing distributor, Minster Roofing & Roofline,
has launched its all-encompassing product guide; the only
resource of its kind available to those working in the UK
roofing industry. Minster successfully entered the UK roofing
market nine months ago, opening branches in Luton and
Crawley. The business continues to grow with more branches
planned. Customer service, staff training and the creation of
the guide all form part of the company’s aim to bring its
customers the widest choice of innovative roofing solutions.
The comprehensive Roofing & Roofline Product Guide
features over 4,000 products, representing all major brands.
Reference sections on building regulations and training complete this indispensable publication.
Dedicated to providing a one-stop reference for every roofers’ needs, the fully illustrated guide is
divided into key sections covering: pitch and flat roofing; roofline and rainwater; trusses and
ventilation and renewable energy plus many more. Much of Minster Roofing & Roofline’s success
is due to the strong partnerships it has been able to form with major roofing manufacturers. Nick
Ratcliffe, Group Marketing Director says of the product guide: “We want to bring more choice to the
marketplace. The creation of such a valuable industry resource helps us do exactly
that.” Contact marketing@minsteronline.co.uk for your copy.
Enquiry 23

Sporting Daylight

Two New Appointments to
BBA’s Management Team

The BBA has announced two new senior
appointments to its management team. Both
are new roles created to improve processes
within the organisation and capitalise on new
opportunities in the construction market. Peter
Maddern has been promoted to Head of
Contractor and System Certification with
responsibilities for the BBA’s installer and
management system businesses, while Fanoula
Ziouzia has been promoted to Head of Business
Development and Administration. Peter has
been with the BBA since 2002 when he initially
joined as an inspector for replacement windows
after the BBA secured the inspection business
for FENSA. He soon became the BBA’s FENSA
Window Inspection Manager for the whole of the
BBA’s installer and inspection schemes. Under
Peter’s guidance the BBA’s Inspection and
Installer services have grown significantly, and
they are now a major part of the BBA’s overall
business. Fanoula Ziouzia has been with the
BBA for 6 years and has worked as a project
manager and team leader for new product
development. She has also been responsible for
the BBA’s joint venture with Robust Details Ltd
forming Constructive Details Ltd (CDL), created
to find solutions to linear thermal bridging. She
also represents the BBA on the Zero Carbon Hub
working group.
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Icopal Provides Strong Heritage Solution at the Oval, Wirral

Kalwall® diffused daylighting is playing a major
role at Wakefield’s new Sun Lane Leisure Centre
designed by the NPS Group and winner of the
RICS Pro-Yorkshire Winner in Tourism & Leisure
award – CIOB Yorkshire Project of the Year award
and LABC Building Excellence award. The Centre
was constructed by Willmott Dixon Construction
Ltd and fulfils both the Client’s and Wakefield
District Council’s requirement for a BREEAM
Excellent rated building, comprising a large
swimming pool and learner pool, health suite, gym
and cafe and offices.
Kalwall was used for
translucent floor to ceiling walls in the Centre’s
gymnasium and at clerestory height over the pool.
The light diffusing quality of the product is ideal
for sports halls because it eliminates stark
contrasts of light and shadow and eliminates glare
and veiling on the water meaning lifeguards can
see underwater swimmers better. Kalwall is the
most highly insulating diffuse light transmitting
system available. It comprises a translucent
structural composite sandwich panel permanently
bonded to a grid core constructed of interlocked
thermally-broken aluminium I-beams. U-values of
0.28W/m2K, equivalent to solid walls or opaque
roofs, can be achieved by including translucent
aerogel insulation within the panels. Structura UK
is the exclusive distributor for Kalwall translucent
daylight building systems. Information is available
from Structura on 01233 501 504 or visit
www.structura-uk.com/kalwall.
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Icopal has provided a vandal resistant roofing solution to The Oval,
a leisure centre and civic athletics stadium in Wirral. The system,
which consists of the company’s Monarperm breathable
membrane and Decra Oberon tiles, retains the building’s original
character yet will help save the local council thousands of pounds
on repair costs. The Oval building, which dates back to 1913 and
was used in the main scene from the cult film Chariots of Fire, is
famed for its iconic entrance. The roof of the main entrance had
seen years of continued vandalism causing damage to the clay tiles
costing £23,000 over just two years. 600m2 of Monarperm 700
breather membrane was fitted as roof tile underlay on the roof and
secured with 38 x 25mm battens. In addition, 600m2 of Decra
Oberon tiles were also installed. Decra is a high quality, lightweight
steel tile that delivers exceptional durability, with unrivalled
protection against weather and vandalism. These protective
features, combined with the product’s ability to replicate the look
of the previous clay roof tiles, made it the ideal solution. MAC Roofing, an approved Decra
contractor, provided the long-term solution to eradicate continued damage. MAC’s Lee Cavanagh,
said: “Icopal’s Monarperm and Decra systems were an ideal combination helping to remove the
need for any further repairs.” For more information visit www.icopal.co.uk.
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Bibby Distribution Clear Choice for Roofing Manufacturer Ultraframe
Bibby Distribution has renewed its multi-million pound contract
with Lancashire-based conservatory roofing manufacturer
Ultraframe until 2018. The new deal builds on a seven-year
partnership and means Bibby will continue to play a key role in
the customer’s supply chain, managing all aspects of transport
planning and distribution. Bibby makes between 70 and 80
deliveries per day for Ultraframe, including pre-fabricated roofs
to installers and roof components to manufacturers and
fabricators, with approximately 95% of deliveries completed on
a next-day basis. This involves handling non-standard freight which can range from 6m long
stillages and 7m length beams weighing up to 120kg, to sheets of polycarbonate glazing. Bibby
also manages the export of products into Europe. Paul Greaves, Logistics Manager at Ultraframe,
says: “Through Bibby’s specialist service we have benefited from sharing assets and resources with
other Bibby customers which need to move non-palletised goods nationwide. This has enabled us
to focus on what we do best – building and designing roofs.” Bibby Distribution’s scale and
expertise means it can offer a national shared-user distribution service for non-standard, nonpalletised products allowing customers to get cost and environmental benefits, combined with
product-specific knowledge to ensure goods are handled with the additional care they require. Visit
www.bibbydist.co.uk.
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The New Premium Solution to
Edge Protection

Safesite Limited has launched the new
KeeGuard® Premium roof edge protection
system. KeeGuard® Premium provides an
innovative and unrivalled approach to nonpenetrative guardrail systems. Designed as a
modular, free standing system, a key benefit of
KeeGuard® Premium is that it does not require
counterweights along the full run of the system.
This provides the ideal solution for areas where
traditional counterweights are unsuitable or
potential trip hazards are a concern. This new
system features the unique Kee Klamp® open
style fittings for ease and speed of installation as
well as unique 2-part interlocking recycled PVC
base weights which can be split in two to allow a
single person to carry the weight. Weights can
also be easily carried completely assembled by
two people using the specially designed moulded
handles. Safesite’s KeeGuard Premium is fully
tested to EN 13374 and can be installed as a
permanent or temporary edge protection system
on roofs of up to 10° pitch. Further information
on Safesite and its products can be found at
www.safesite.co.uk.
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Bilco Roof Hatches Make a
Splash at Ironmonger Row Baths

Dewalt Launches New Generation of Self-Levelling Dot Lasers
Dewalt has extended its high performance laser range with the
launch of two brand new tools offering the professional more
features than ever before for faster and more accurate work.
The DW083K 3 point laser and the DW085K 5 point laser are
self levelling up to 4 degrees of surface angle and feature classleading accuracy of +/-0.2mm per metre. A focused laser
beam keeps the dot small even over long distances for
improved accuracy and visibility. Additionally, both units offer
fast and easy one button operation. A unique bracket allows
the units to be rotated through 180 degrees, thus reducing the
need to move the lasers during applications, and magnets in
the rear of the bracket increase versatility by allowing the
pointer to be used on metal track, with a wall bracket or on
other magnetic surfaces. For right angle applications, the
DW085K Self Levelling 5 point Laser has 2 additional beams to enable fast and accurate 90 degree
layouts. TheDW083K and DW085K Lasers incorporate site-tough rubber over-moulds and come
equipped with AA batteries and a heavy duty carry case. Optional accessories include a laser tripod
and a floor to ceiling mount laser pole. For further information visit www.dewalt.co.uk.
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Icopal Roofing is Pride of the Paddock at Leopardstown Racecourse
Approximately 2,700m² of Icopal’s premier roofing membranes
have recently been installed as part of the refurbishment of
Leopardstown Racecourse’s main grandstand, in Foxrock, just
outside of Dublin. The new Icopal flat roof system was chosen
and specified after the company met with representatives of the
Racing Board at Leopardstown, where Icopal was able to gain a
thorough understanding of the racecourse’s requirements and
budget.
The company’s Pyrobar heat-activated underlay
provided significant energy and cost savings through the
reduction in torch-gas requirement and installation time.
Icopal’s High Performance Olympic ThermaWeld SBS modified
mineral cap sheet was also installed. The cap sheet’s technology incorporates specially developed
low heat reactive resin blends with a patented groove surface on the underside, requiring much less
heat. to disperse the polypropylene film and activate the adhesive properties of the resin blend since
the heat is channeled rapidly along the grooves giving a ‘forward melt’ effect. This allows the
membrane to be installed up to 30% faster than conventional torch applied membranes,
dramatically reducing installation times. The performance and expected lifespan of the roof have
been upgraded, with the installation of this high quality system, which was undertaken by Crown
Roofing, one of Icopal’s IMA approved contactor network members. For more
Enquiry 11
information on Icopal, visit www.icopal.co.uk.

Sika Sarnafil Sponsors Progressive Systems’ Golf Day

Bilco has provided five roof access hatches, each
fitted with a Bilco LadderUp® safety post, as part
of the £16.5m refurbishment of Islington’s
Ironmonger Row Baths.
The project has
transformed the baths into a modern leisure and
fitness centre. The two NB-50T and three S-50T
hatches, installed by Wates Construction, from
Bilco’s comprehensive product range, ensured
that the installation was not only cost effective,
but also that building regulations and safety
requirements were met. The NB-50T roof hatch
is perfect for frequent roof access for personnel
with tools and equipment needed for
maintenance – an ideal choice for an historic
building such as Ironmonger Row Baths, where
future work may be required. Safe egress and
ease of use are central to the design with
compression spring operators and an automatic
hold-open arm lock allowing the hatch to be easily
operated with one hand. Each of the roof hatch
ladders installed was fitted with one of Bilco’s
innovative LadderUp® safety posts which can be
lifted and locked into place in a one-handed
motion to help users maintain three points of
contact, as recommended by HSE. All Bilco
hatches are tested and approved to BS EN
standards for weather tightness, sound and
security as well as offering superior energy
efficiency due to increased insulation and
gasketing.
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Celebrating a milestone 25 years in the industry, leading
contractor of roofing and cladding systems, Progressive
Systems Ltd, hosted their first golf event on a scorching
July day at Woodbury Golf Club, Exeter. Sika Sarnafil, as
a 10 year partner to installer Progressive Systems was a
proud sponsor of the charity event, which raised over
£2000 for local organisation Dream-A-Way, who provide
holidays and daytrips for people with physical and learning
difficulties. The event was attended by some of Progressive
System’s key suppliers, architects, main contractors and
specifiers. Forming 30 groups of four, each team was
entered into a team four ball, closest to the pin and longest
drive competitions as well as a ‘Beat the Pro’ competition with professional golfer Chris Gill. First
place in the four ball was claimed by Midas Construction, with Loughtons, Aecom and Stacey
Construction taking home second, third and fourth place respectively. Sika Sarnafil’s own technical
adviser Richard Lawton came nearest the pin at the 15th hole and also managed to ‘Beat the Pro’,
scoring first place in the final competition of the day. For more information visit www.sarnafil.co.uk,
call 01603 709360 or email sarnafilroofing@uk.sika.com.
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Providing Assurance
As a manufacturer and provider of multi-disciplinary waterproofing systems for the flat roofing
industry, Icopal’s new Sureplan FPO single ply membrane is the latest synthetic product to be
launched to feature alongside its current and established single ply brands of SureWeld TPO,
Monarplan PVC and Universal POCB. Manufactured from a blend of flexible polyolefins and
reinforced with an exceptionally strong glass fibre scrim, Sureplan FPO membranes combine
flexibility and strength to create a product which is ideal for both new build and refurbishment
projects. Available with or without a polyester fleece backing, the new addition can be mechanically
fixed, fully adhered or loose laid and ballasted. Sureplan FPO membranes can even be installed as
part of a complete Icopal warm roof build up incorporating a compatible vapour control layer and
insulation board.
Furthermore, the product is not
detrimentally affected when in close proximity to
bituminous, polystyrene or asphalt surfaces, making it a
very versatile and adaptable product. Adjoining sheets of
Sureplan FPO can be welded at lower temperatures,
making it a very user-friendly and popular choice
amongst installers. All Sureplan FPO membranes have
been BBA tested and approved, demonstrate excellent UV
resistant properties and can achieve a BREEAM A+
rating. For more information on Icopal, visit
www.icopal.co.uk.
Enquiry 13
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Exercising in Silence

SFS Intec Appoints New Managing Director

Dickies Has It All Wrapped Up!

Torshavn gymnasium in the Faroe Islands is a major
addition to the existing municipal stadium. Its
design by BBP Architects is very simple but also very
flexible and transparent. Gyms are often cold,
echoing and not particularly welcoming places.
However, for this project, careful consideration has
been given to the function and performance of the
room. Instead of being cheerless, it positively
encourages activities and social interaction with its
warm colours, transparency, tactile materials and
comfortable acoustics. To help achieve this, the
architects opted to use Troldtekt acoustic panels to
create a warm and friendly environment. Apart from
the ceilings, they are also used on the walls, such as
in the main room where a single row of panels have
been spray-painted in situ and fitted with transversal
armatures while round ones have been used in the
corridor and other areas. Troldtekt acoustic panels
are made from 100% natural wood fibres mixed with
cement. Their benefits include high sound
absorption, high durability, natural breathability, low
cost life cycle performance and sustainability. The
panels are widely specified throughout Europe and
in the UK to improve acoustics in many potentially
noisy environments, such as schools, swimming
pools, sports halls, industrial environments and
public buildings. Call Skanda on 0844 811 4877 or
visit www@troldtekt.co.uk.
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When working in the great outdoors it is important to ensure
you have the correct outer and inner layer clothing for the task
in hand. Dickies work coats and jackets have been developed
over decades and tested in the toughest of weather conditions
to ensure they are up to the job to protect you from the
elements when working outside. These work coats and jackets
are available in a variety of styles and colours and will offer
varying levels of protection from the wind, rain and cold. The
most popular and practical option is a black work coat, great
for not showing the marks of your hard day! New this autumn
Dickies Fulton Contract Jacket is waterproof to 3000mm, has
stitched seams and taped, a zip front with storm cuff, two welt
pockets and a zip chest pocket and cuff adjusters. Dickies
workwear fleeces are great for protecting you from the cold. Full
zip, half zip or pullover fleece work tops are available.
Alternatively a good quality bodywarmer is always a popular
option. Waterproofs are a key garment for outdoor working.
The Dickies Vermont Water Resistant Suit is a full suit designed
to protect against the elements and Dickies Exmoor Suit with
waterproof fabric at 2000mm, fabric meets EN343 level 1
standard. Visit www.dickiesworkwear.com.
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New Sika Sarnafil Technical Advisor for Scotland
Sika Limited has announced the appointment of a new
Sika Sarnafil technical adviser for Scotland. Russell
Wilson joins the roofing solutions specialist after carving
out a successful career in specification and insulation.
Having started out as a trainee quantity surveyor,
Russell moved into the insulation industry for his role
with Xtratherm, playing a pivotal part in introducing the
company into Scotland. He later became the Scottish
regional manager for Trespa, where specification
became his main route to the market. Working closely
with architects, quantity surveyors and through many
CPDs, Russell gained invaluable experience in
developing
and
maintaining
excellent
client
relationships. This experience in specification is sure to
complement the unsurpassed excellence of the Sika Sarnafil advisory team throughout Scotland.
For further information on the Sika Sarnafil system, visit www.sarnafil.co.uk, call
01603 709360 or email sarnafilroofing@uk.sika.com.
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Pioneering Liquid Roofing for 50 Years
Sika Liquid Plastics is celebrating 50 years of
innovation in the liquid roofing market and
looking to the future with the construction of a
multi-million R&D facility at its Preston
headquarters. The new unit will become Sika’s
European Centre of Excellence for liquid roofing
and underlines the company’s continued
commitment to world-leading innovation.
Recognised as the market leader in liquid
roofing, Sika Liquid Plastics has long been at the
forefront of product innovations and leads the flat
roofing industry by providing safer installations
without the need for any heat or naked flame. Its
key product – Decothane – has been
manufactured for over 28 years and has been
used on many prestigious projects around the globe including the Tate Britain in London, Abu Dhabi
Airport, and New York’s Helmsley Building. As a further mark of its 50th anniversary the company is
running a special ’50 at 50’ campaign dedicated to showcasing 50 of its top projects. Full details at
www.liquidplastics50.co.uk. Much of Sika Liquid Plastics’ success can be attributed to the unique
and comprehensive technical support provided by its expert team, from roof surveys to bespoke
product specifications and detailed drawings as well as the peace of mind of market
leading, robust guarantees backed up by the financial stability of the Sika group.
Enquiry 32

New Hunter Soil Pipe Has Great Core
Values
Hunter Plastics has launched a new co-extruded (Co-Ex)
soil pipe, offering a great glossy finish to match the
fittings, long lasting good looks with improved
weathering, and a minimum of 30% recycled material –
making it simple to meet environmental requirements on
site at no extra cost compared to standard soil pipe. The
new Hunter Co-Ex soil pipe is available in 110mm grey
and black only - the colours that account for the vast
majority of soil installations in 110mm. Co-extrusion is a
different way of producing plastic pipe, using two
different materials, extruded at the same time, to
manufacture a product which consists of a decorative
skin. This does not compromise on the pipe’s quality – in
fact co-ex soil pipe from Hunter and other Aliaxis brands, is the only one that holds a BSI Kitemark to
BS EN 1329. New Hunter Co-Ex soil pipes offer a much better match in gloss levels between fittings
and pipe. The external material also gives much better weathering performance, maintaining colour
fastness for longer. Hunter Plastics, part of the Aliaxis Group manufactures a wide Enquiry
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ranges of PVC-U rainwater, soil and waste and underground drainage systems in the UK.

Pro Performance from EcoTherm

SFS intec Limited has appointed a new
Managing Director, Mike Diesendorff, to be
based at the company’s UK HQ in Leeds.
Diesendorff has over 20 years experience
in a managing director role - the last seven
of those have been with SFS intec owned
company, Gesipa. With knowledge of SFS
intec’s market position, business approach
and long-term goals, Diesendorff will make
a trouble-free transition into the new role.
Diesendorff commented: “My aim as MD is
firstly to listen to our customers and the
SFS intec team, to learn and understand
which areas of the business require the
most focus and development. Then
working closely alongside my new
colleagues, we will agree the best routes to
make our customers more competitive and
to grow our company sustainably.
“Previously, I have always taken a very
customer focussed approach and this
won’t change in my new role. I will actively engage with customers and
suppliers, alongside my internal teams, in order to provide the right
support where it is most needed.” Arthur Blank, General Manager at SFS
intec AG, commented: “The UK market is important for the company’s
construction division. We are well positioned within the industry and have
plans to launch new products and services which will benefit our
customers.”
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Redbacks Kneepads Get Some Weight Behind Them
After just 18 months of operation, CL-7
Limited, the UK, Daventry based company
which developed ‘Redbacks Cushioning
Technology’ to produce the award
winning Redbacks Safety kneepads, is
now enjoying unprecedented success
throughout many trades and industries.
Stockists and distributors now include
‘blue chip’ organisations such as Trojan
Tools
Limited,
Coleman
Brothers
Wholesale Wallpapers Limited, Cane Adam - professional decorating
materials, and the online tool catalogue ITS.co.uk. Amongst other orders,
the kneepads are now being purchased by the Jersey Government for all its
facilities team, in addition to the police, fire and ambulance services.
Essential for those who spend any time working on their knees in order to
avoid painful operations or treatment later, Redback Kneepads are the
winners of the ‘2012 SATRA Best Innovation in Occupational PPE Award’.
The kneepads feature a soft and flexible TPE leaf-spring set within a unique
honeycomb matrix. This new ‘Redbacks Cushioning Technology’
distributes body weight evenly, elevating the knees to relieve back pain and
reduce pressure on knee, leg, ankle and foot joints, whilst minimising the
risk of possible injury from sharp or penetrating objects. For more
information visit: www.redbackskneepads.co.uk email: sales@CL-7.co.uk
or telephone: 01327 702104.
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EcoTherm has unveiled the flagship product in
its new PrO range of PIR insulation with a Class
O fire rated facing. EcoTherm PrO-Versal is
designed to deliver enhanced thermal and fire
performance and is suitable for a wide range of
applications, simplifying both the specification
and installation process. Ideal for use in both
new build and renovation, EcoTherm PrO-Versal
offers a single, universal solution for a variety of
applications including pitched roof, wall, dormer
cheek and ceilings. The product features a low
emissivity aluminium facing on both sides and is
able to achieve a lambda of just 0.021 W/m.K.
As a result, it is able to meet Building
Regulations with a reduced thickness making all
the difference in applications where space is at
a premium. The Class O rated facing also
ensures strong fire resistance. Not only does it
out-perform other products thermally EcoTherm
PrO-Versal is also significantly lighter, with a
1200 x 2400mm, 100mm thick board weighing
just 10kg. This combination can help to reduce
costs, minimise transport requirements and
make manual handling easier. The product is
highly durable, and when installed properly will
maintain thermal performance throughout the
lifespan of the building. For further information
call
01702
520166,
e.mail:
technical@ecotherm.co.uk
or visit www.ecotherm.co.uk.
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New Icopal Membrane Guarantees Problematic
Project Performance
Elastoflex
Liquid
Waterproofing System (LWS)
is the latest offering of
reinforced cold applied
waterproofing systems from
Icopal. This new addition,
which is weather resistant
within 30 minutes, has seen
the
company
break
boundaries thanks to its
continued research and
development into the latest
liquid membrane technology. Designed primarily for use within the
commercial refurbishment and new build sectors, the exceptionally strong
Elastoflex LWS provides specifiers and contractors with an extremely
adaptive system. It meets the needs of even the most challenging projects
such as roof areas exhibiting complex geometry, multiple surface
penetrations, difficult access, restrictive clearances or other demanding
elements. The system is ideal where more traditional methods of
waterproofing prove difficult. Elastoflex LWS, which can be used on its own
or in conjunction with Icopal’s range of high performing roofing
membranes, benefits from ‘wet-on-wet’ application. This offers greater
internal bond strength between coating layers and, since drying is not
required, the primary waterproofing elements can be applied in one single
process, dramatically reducing application time. Furthermore, the system
also allows for structurally sound roofs to be covered without the need to
strip the existing waterproofing, further reducing labour and ultimately,
saving costs. For more information on Icopal’s Elastoflex LWS visit
www.icopal.co.uk.
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Diary
Events for the roofing industry
5 October 2013
UK Passivhaus Conference 2013
Conference speakers, research, case studies, site visits. Training
sessions, exhibition, speed networking.
2012: 200+ visitors
Jurys Inn, Milton Keynes
www.ukpassivhausconference.org.uk
1-3 November 2013
Northern Homebuilding and Renovating Show
Homebuilding and self-build. Products, methods, debate
Daily seminars, demonstrations and product features.
Harrogate International Centre, Harrogate
www.homebuilding.co.uk/events/northern-homebuilding
5-6 November 2013
RetroExpo
Refurbishment of existing buildings in the domestic, commercial
and public sectors. Strategic Retrofit Summit, seminars on
retrofit technologies, innovation and case studies.
2012: 3,000 visitors,
NEC, Birmingham www.retro-expo.co.uk
18-21 February 2014
Roof+Timber
Dach+Holz covers all roofing disciplines, products and issues.
Conference, seminars, demos. English speaking.
2012: 55,500 visitors, 600 exhibitors
Cologne Exhibition Center, Cologne, Germany
www.dach-holz.de
4-6 March 2014
Ecobuild
Biggest UK sustainable construction event. Exhibitions, seminars,
debates.
2013: 45,000 visitors, 1,000 exhibitors
Excel Centre, London www.ecobuild.co.uk
7-8 May 2014
Greenbuild Expo 2014
Sustainable building solutions, seminar programme, practical
advice and training sessions.
2012: 4,000 visitors, 250 exhibitors
Manchester Central, Manchester www.greenbuildexpo.co.uk
21-22 May 2014
All-Energy 2014
The ‘AGM of the renewable energy industry’. Full seminar and
conference programme. See website for Call for Papers.
2013: 10,322 visitors, 606 exhibitors
Aberdeen Exhibition and Conference Centre, Aberdeen, Scotland
www.all-energy.co.uk
25-26 February 2015
Roofex 2015
The second dedicated roofing show.
2013: 3,000 visitors, 106 exhibitors
NEC Birmingham http://roofex.businesscatalyst.com/
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